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WEKU-FM
On The Air
Since Monday

Theme Selected
For Homecoming

selection down to 15 official queen Parade vehlcle8 mMst ^ pr0.
By JOE EDWARDS
candidates from among all of the vlded by the sponsoring organlzaNews Editor
pre-candidates. The fifteen girls tlon> Drlver8 of parade vehicles
"Say It With Music" has selected will wear a ribbon from must ^ ellglble to have t Vebeen selected as the theme October 23 to November 2, de- hide on campus,
noting them as official Home- Organizations whose pre for the 1968 Homecoming, coming Queen candidates.
becomes a finaumm
queen candidate
.......
Organizations not paying their allst should be prepared to proscheduled for the weekend
fees by October 17 will have vide flowers for her.
of November 1-2.
Rules regarding Homecoming their candidates disqualified from wilborn told the council that
were distributed Tuesday at the the election. Pre-candldates also he would have a schedule of
Student Council meeting In the must submit a photograph of Homecoming events next MonRoom, combs Building. X2?to
JZJSflGiJSS*
*£day or Tuesd»yhes t0 Jeanne
CM
PVP
wil4^
**<*>
"by! wilborn said that October 21.
Also at the meeting, Steve Wll October 17
has been selected for elections
born, council president, announcthe best coverage"
ed that class elections will be
A list of the pre-candldates' "to get
Monday, October 21. Balloting Eastern activities, major, sod from the press. Deadline for
to select 15 finalists for Home- hometown must'accompany the Petitions from prospective class
coming Queen also will be Oc- photo. Miss Chlseck lives in oncers was 4:30 p.m. yesterday.
tober 21.
room 735, Walters Hall.
Plans for what Is expected to
Two written reports will be
The Queen's coronation will presented ^ me council next
be the biggest Homecoming In
Eastern's history have been for- take place prior to the MurrayTuesday
wilborn said. They
mulated by a special Homecom- vs. Eastern football game. Final wm concern food prices, sering activities committee, com- selectlon will be made by a vice and facilities, and parking
posed of both students and fac- panel of five Judges, all of on campus,
whom are from off campus.
Wilborn also said that Eastulty.
Tentative plans have been set Voting will be held October 21 ern President Robert Martin has
for the Homecoming Dance which In the Student Union Building. toW him heat will be turned
will be held November 1. Plans -r^ candidates are not allowed on ln me residence halls as soon
now call for B. J. Thomas and t0 advertise or campaign.
" Possible,
NeJtt
the Barkeys to be the featured
Finalists this year will ride
Tuesday's meeting is set
for 5:15
band, although plans are not yet ln me parade ln convertibles An
P-m«» ta *• Grlse Roomdefinite,
rather than on floats. This is to
y student may attend.
Application forms for float eliminate some of the confusion
entries and queen candidates are which has been characteristic l»\ Wp A
RnrtYIQ
available ln the Student Council the past.
kJ.l^t.A-*./**. 1 V^l 1113
Office, Student Union Building,
from 8:00 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
Floats are not to exceed 14
Fees are $6 for float entries feet high or 11 feet wide. The
and $3 for pre-candldates.
council's
Homecoming comAppllcatlons must be sub- mittee has recommended that
mitted to the Council office not floats and decorations not cost
later than Thursday, October 17. more than $250, although there Presiding
_at the first meeting
Pre-queen candldatesmusthave has been no limit set on the?* the year KJMMK ^Jjo?"
2.0 overall grade average, and amount of money which can be Education ™*J™ 'Jg:
not be on social or academic pro- spent. The position of floats jrfft*Jft *JS225 w£Fc2n?
Stlon. Candidates must be nom- the Homecoming parade will be*> **• ^J^Tl iSSST
ited by organisations having a determined by order of appuca-P*fJf 2fi£* fir««2Lr. to
float in the parade or a Judgeable tlon submission.
«J» **?*J* ^SffSJSi
decoration or a display on their
STtJi^mSSLTSZ
2T
naove ln
hiitlrtliwr
Two awards will h* irlv«n ffor
*** direction tb°y wlsnbulldlng
JT.S2LT
£**!!£
to go. "The Idea of what
Groups- exempt from this rule . float
construction. One
will °Ied
be
she
are "E" Club, The Milestone, given in the area of originality "i^T" ,%} is
„ limitless,"
common bond
l
The Eastern Progress, and the and another one will be given forf~*T »
" ,,
■i..j--i
n-uMi
t»«-»■»..
_■-■—J«I —in
_i_„ be
_._ is education.
Student Council.
beauty. Awards
will also
Following
her opening speech,
On October 21, a campus-wide given for dormitory decoration in
Miss Hammond introduced the
election will be held to narrow the the area of beauty.
club officers for the year. First
and second vice-presidents are
Kay Paff and Jeff Bonnell secretary is Sandy Henger, treasurers are Karen Brackeny and
Sandy Weber, and faculty advisors are Mr. T. J. Arterberry
and Miss La Verne Halcomb.
Committees were chosen by
the club members to execute
club projects. Plans include continued publishing of the Newsletter by the SNEA and a book
drive to send educational materials to India. Preparations
are also being made to observe
American Education Week November 10-16, with the theme
"America Has A Good Thing
Going."
Membership in the S.N.E.A.
is open to any student interested ln education. Meetings are
held once a month, on the first
Tuesday
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Elections October 21

r/

'Helping Process'

Uie Bistem Broatcss

Crafts

By JOHN PERKINS

Committees
At Meeting

Staff Writer
Kentucky's most powerful educational radio station
inaugurated its broadcast activities Monday afternoon with
a short address by President Robert R. Martin.
. In the brief remarks, Dr. Martin cited the far reaching
educational effect WEKU-FM would have on the entire
state. After his opening statement, Martin pressed a button
which began regular program broadcasting for the new
50,000 watt station.
Co-ordlnator-announcer at the our state when we are first In so
station, John Sullivan, said that many things?. . .John Gunther,
WEKU-FM, which will be broad- In his book, Inside U. S. A.,
casting at a frequency of 88.9 pointed out that Kentucky is the
megacycles, would not be com- 'number one state people want to
peting with commercial radio, see.' "
Sullivan also stated that the Host then enumerated several
purpose of the station will be to "firsts" for Kentucky. "Kengive students a chance to learn tucky has the most advanced vomore about the radio arts.
cational training program in the
He further explained that the United States; we have the bigprogramming for the Eastern gest Educational Television sysstation would be quite a bit dlf- tern ln America; we are number
ferent from commercial radio one ln the production of bourbon,
stations. From WEKU-FM will obviously; we are number one ln
be broadcast lecturers, con- burley tobacco, obviously; we
ferences, recitals, symposia, and are number one in the thorough"all the activities resulting from bred horseracing Industry. . .
the resevoirs of Intelligence on a Why shouldn't we be proud of
campus."
Kentucky?"
The official dedication cere- The speaker then called for
monies for the new radio com- an end to apathy among Kenplex were held at 6 p.m. Mon- tuckians concerning their state.
day night at a banquet in the "We, as Kentucklans, have two
Student Union Building campus. immediate tasks before, us: first,
President Martin introduced- we must sell ourselves on Kenguest speaker Commissioner of tucky; then, we must sell everyPublic Information James Host one else on our state. . .This
as one of the young men ln Frank- can only be accomplished by exfort who can put an end to people ercising the ' philosophy that
'every Kentucklan counts'. "
"poormouthlng" Kentucky.
Host, a former University of fj * si n f> f^£\W»r\€f
Kentucky baseball star and one- | C t/C (Z K^y (Ji UO
time professional baaeballer,
'
commended Martin and his staff
for the progress they have made
ln the past years at Eastern.
Host agreed with Martin that A Peace Corps non-competitthe "poormouthlng" of
Kenive Modern Language Aptitute
tuckians should end. "I, for %Z*Zm£ ^TE££OZ
one, am proud of Kentucky. What Jg *JJ ^.fT^SSnftS
other state ln the* nation can **•*k »• J" ■"■SLP-M"
boast the birthplace of Abraham R<*f Building from 2:00 to
Lincoln? What state but Kentucky Z:«M» .....
traingave Cassius Clay his heritage? , ■» *222*TN&.
"Why should we be ashamed of J*
1» JSSS%StJSS^
Carey,
associate dean of College
of Arts and sciences and Peace
Corps Liaison Officer, said, and
volunteers with low language ability may be assigned to English speaking countries.
Volunteers of both liberal arts
and specialized and technical

Test Set

Three of four cranes working on the new physical education
and stadium complex on campus, face each other in a triangle
of construction against the cloud-filled sky. The stadium is
expected to be completed in time for the flrat home football
game next fall.
(Staff photo by Tom Carter)

Structural
Triumvirate

Scholarship, Leadership, Service..

'Who's Who' Names 38 From Eastern
Thirty-eight Eastern seniors
have been named to "Who's Who
Among Students ln American Universities and Colleges."
The students are nominated for
the publication by Eastern's academic department chairmen and
the Student Council, subject to
approval by the national organization. The honor is bestowed
upon students who have displayed outstanding traits of scholarship, leadership and service.
Created to provide national
recognition for outstanding col-,
lege and university students,
"Who's Who" was founded in

1934. Students are nominated
from some 770 universities and
colleges ln the United States.
Each member is awarded ' a
certificate by the publication and
his achievements are listed ln
the "Blue Book " published annually by "Who's Who."
Members of"Who's Who" are
honored by the Milestone, student yearbook, in the honors
section and on Honors Day ln
May.
The students recognised by
the "Who's Who" organisation
are: Kathleen Yvonne Arlinghaus. Ft. Mitchell. Physical Ed-

&JX22&ZZSLSZ: <«*«•«•
-»- «. *-*-•
of Job skills fron^, Morocco to

ucation; Danny Robert Bartley,
Louisa, Business Administration; Physical Education; Martha Gar
Ronald Lawrence Braun, Wash- land, Loveland, Ohio, English;
ington C. H., Ohiof Business Virginia Lynn Garner, JamesManagement, Allen KentBrels- town, Biology; Carolyn Jean
ford Clayton, Ohio, Busness Hll , Louisville, English; Nancy
Administration; Lynn McMilllam Hlll, Ravenna, English; Sandra
Brothers, Maysville Social S cl- warden Holladay, Lexington;
ence; Jerry Carter, Mousie, Pol- Business Education.
itical Science; Edward Francis Ronald Tyrone House, Dayton,
Physical Education; Carol
Cancy, Salem, New Jersey Ec- Ohlo,
' Moorestown,
MI ■■II.M.I
v««
Rae King,
New
onomics; Madeline Brtzge Clan- „_«.'«
Jersey,
English;
Carol
Slttlg
cy Louisville, Elementary EduLowe, Louisville, Spanish; Marcation.
Carolyn Lunsford, FarmRoger O. Click, Louisville, garet
ington,
Connecticut,
German;
English; Carl David Coffee,
Louisville, Accounting; Marsha • (Continued on Page Seven)

South Korea to Guatemala.
A limited number of Juniors
who apply now will be part of
££* Corps.vlsta Assocg^
£
^ _um
«J to«gjg senlo_ yeaivAftef
graduation, they will enter Peace
*
training for overseas as*£*■ *™
slgnments.
Applications can be obtained
from Dr. Carey at Room 106
of the Roark Building. Early applicants will be more easily
placed according to area preferences than those who delay.

CAMPAIGN '68

Cook, Peden Voice Opposing Views About Foreign Policy

Appear
Wednesday

The
Lettermen.
nationally
known recording artists, will appear in concert next Wednesday
night in Alumni Coliseum in a
program sponsored by the Student Entertainment Fund.
(Photo Submitted)

By JOE EDWARDS
News Editor
COVINGTON, KY. —
Kentucky's two major candidates for the U. S. Senate
voiced different views about
America's foreign policy at
the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Press Association convention
here last Friday.

Speaking were Katherine Peden Democratic senatorial candidate and Marlow Cook, her Republican opponent. Also speaking
was Duane Olson, independent
candidate for the postMiss Peden told about 50 collegiate Journalists, including a
delegation from the Progress,
that she favors general deescalation of the Vietnam conflict.
"The Lettermen," nationally known recording artists, Miss Peden, immediate past
state Commerce Commissioner,
will appear next Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Alumni Coliseum. said that South Vietnam should be
tickets for the concert are appeared on the "Tonight Show," allowed to have "completelyfree
available in the campus book- the "Ed Sullivan Show," the elections."
Cook. Judge of Jefferson Counstore and at the cashier's win-"Dean Martin Show," the "Danny
dow in the basement of the Ad- Kaye Show," and "Jack Benny," ty took a more hawkish view
ministration Building. Tickets ln and has appeared with Steve of the conflict by asking: "Where
advance cost $2. Tickets at the Allen, Bob Newhart, Sammy will the Communists go next if
we were to withdraw from Vietdoor will cost $2.50.
Davis Jr., and Al Hlrt
The University Entertainment The trio has recorded 20 al- nam?"
Fund Is sponsoring the concert.* bums, all of which have sold ln Concerning, the Pueblo Incident,
The trio has appeared at more the millions since singing with Cook offeredM no presentysorotion
than 1,200 colleges across A meri- Capitol Records. The group ranks to the -**"i — but said that the
ca since 1961. The group also has in the top three ln Capitol sales. U.S. should have acted at once af-

'Lettermen' Concert
Next Wednesday Night
In Alumni Coliseum

Jefferson County to deal with
allegedly increasing crime when
she recently offered a moratorium ln campaigning.
Cook said that he considered
the matter "trivial" and that because more arrests are being
made in the county does not
necessarily mean crime is rising.
Miss Peden repeated a previous announcement that she
would include a young person on
her immediate staff of advisors.
Cook ln answer to a question
her pledge, said that
The Polity Society, an honor- about
ary scholastic organization of Miss Peden has announced difPolitical Science students, will fering policies
recently responsor
two University wide garding the matter.
meeting devoted to campaign
Cook said that he definitely
issues this month.
favors lowering the voting age.
The first meeting to be held
Olson criticized what he
October 15, at 4:00 p.m. ln the called "big business' and"The
Ferrell Room, will have youth establishment." In answer to a
representatives from the Re- question, he said that he favors
publican and Democratic State Vice- President Hubert HumpHeadquarters appearing to dis- hrey for president. Olson, a procuss the issues of the campaign. fessional photographer, said he
Mr. Jerry Carter, President of first endorsed Senator Robert
the Polity Society, announced that F. Kennedy,
then after Kenan opportunity for questions will nedy's assassination, favored
be provided.
Senator Eugene McCarthy.
Dr. Dwynal Pettengill, chair- Each candidate spoke separman of the political science de- ately, then answered questions.
partment, announced that law The candidates were Introduced
school entrance examinations by Craig Ammerman, editor-inwill be held on campus for the chief of the Progress and first
first time.
vice-president of the
press
Dr. Pettengill said application group.
forms were available in his ofThe candidates spoke, at the
fice. Combs 201. Deadline for filWhite House Inn.
ing applications is October 19.

ter the ship's seizure to regain
the vessel, if at the time of
seizure, the ship was in international waters.
Concerning the Issue of law and
order, Miss Peden noted that
Cook had declined to return to

Polity Society
Schedules
Two Meetings

MARLOW COOK

KATIIERINE PEDEN

DITANE OLSON
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Student Council In NeedOf Revampin^-Now
someone involves them in the power structure.
Discussion with student government leaders on campus and study of student power
structures at other colleges and universities
have revealed a number of plans that are
more feasible than the one in operation
here.
Some councils operate under a bicameral
system. The representatives to the upper
house are equally numbered from the upper division colleges with no representation of freshmen and sophomores. The underclassmen are then equally represented
with the juniors and seniors in a lower
house.
Another plan proposed by some student
leaders is the election of representatives
from dormitories with special elections for
off-campus dwellars.
r-n
Still another plan that has been proposed is a unicameral body with equal
representation coming from the colleges of
business, arts and sciences, applied arts and
technology, education and Central University.
Whether one of the above plans or one
not mentioned is the most feasible for use
here is up to die Student Council to decide.
But Eastern is becoming far too large for
the Student Council to represent only
those who belong to organizations. It will
soon lose its identity, and the door will be
organize the poverty-stricken and under- left open to anyone who can appeal to the
by craig ammerman
Evaluating the worthiness of a convention privileged into a strong force so they could majority.
generally takes time. So much happens in demand the kind of treatment she said
The elections to the Council would take
such a short time that reflections are neces- the federal government was obliged to fur- the arbitrary appointment power away from
sary. Reflections on what was said, both nish.
organization presidents who many times
There was also John Zeh and Steve John- view that responsibility as an unnecessary
the ridiculous and the serious.
Last weekend six Progress editors and son, representatives of the United Statss burden. Elections would also create more
the Progress adviser attended an intercol- Student Press Association, giving insights interest in the Council, and give more preslegiate press convention in Covington. Now into the workings of the college press in tige to its members.
appears a appropriate time to reflect on other parts of the country and offering adIf the Student Council expects to remain
vice
on
ways
to
improve
publications.
what happened in those two busy days.
a responsible, respected body, it must take
And a panel discussion featuring pro- the action that is accessary to insure its
Friday afternoon was preoccupied with
Katherine Peden, Duane Olson and Mar- fessional journalists from the Louisville position as a representative body of all stulow Cook, the three contestants for Thru- Courier-Journal ml? the Kentucky Posfc, dents.5 ' > ■•
I* "
ston Matron's soon to be vacated seat in Times Star that furnished information on
—*opportunities in journalism and £ave experithe United States Senate.
Attacking a system that gives no say to enced opinions on the best way to get to
the youth, Miss Peden expounded on a plan the top.
And a group discussion among the 50
to involve youth in her Washington office
if she were elected. The former Kentucky college editors in attendance that expressed
Student members of the Homecoming
Commissioner of Commerce and a member a sincere need to establish better lines of
of the Kerner Commission on Civil Dis- communicaion. A press service reciprocating Committee have expressed a fear of sorts
orders proposed a plan whereby the student between the schools at the convention was in their efforts to contract a band to play
for the Homecoming dance.
body presidents from all Kentucky schools the outgrowth of the discussion.
And there was much more crammed into
In past years an orchestra that played for
would select a student yearly to work on
$250
or less was hired by the Alumni Assothe
extremely,
busy
two
days.
Miss Peden's staff.
Only now can one start to determine its ciation. Couple tickets were sold for $2 a
Olson, an independent cadidate who gave
effectiveness.
The reflections of what was piece to at least 500 couples. That meant the
his support to Hubert Humphrey and his
sympathy to Happy Chandler, attacked the communicated between concerned students, Alumni Association made a profit in the
prohibitive laws of strip mining which, he hard-running politicians and well-known area of $800.
Since the dance in the past two years has
said, are seriously damaging this country's personalities have only begun to cement
x
been attended by very few alumni, it seems
capability to keep pace with the Communist itself in our minds.
What
is
clearly
evident
from
the
contime for a change to a band more along the
world. Olson declined an opportunity to
make a special appeal for the youth vote vention just concluded is the need for more students' line of interest. But now the stusaying he didn't know where his biggest of the same. The chance for intelligent dis- dents seem hesitant to hire a top-flight band
cussion with people from different walks which will run in the vicinity of $1,500 for
block of votes would come from.
Cook, the Jefferson County Judge, ex- of life and from different schools of fear the Alumni Association won't make
pounded on the benefits of a professional thought tended to shake the mothballs from money.
It is our opinion that students will pay
army and a lottery draft system. He refer- one's mind. No longer is it so easy to asred to politics as "a wonderful and mean- sume that policies long ago determined are $5 or more for a ticket to the Homecoming
dance if the entertainment merits such a
ingful experience" to anyone who chose as right as they have appeared to be.
Reflections.. .thoughts.. .second guesses charge. Then the Alumni Association would
to dedicate his life to the betterment of
about what's right...doubts...That's what still show a profit. But regardless, it is not
mankind.
Later that evening, Ann Braden, a Louis- last weekend's convention produced. And, the students' responsibility to make profits
ville native who was charged with sedition as I see it, that's what made it so valuable, for the alumni. It is their responsibility to
furnish a band worth hearing.
some two years ago, spoke of the need to so vital that there be more of the same.

One trend developing on many college
campuses is that of students turning away
from student governments to smaller, more
radical and sometimes militarft groups as a
means to accomplish goals.
Fortunately, such a casualty has not occurred here yet, but it's only due to the
efforts of student government officials who
' have tried to act as a representative voice
of the student body. To some degree they've
succeeded, and as a result, the students who
are interested have shown faith in the existing system and the methods of change.
The work done by the student government is quite amazing when the circumstances they are bound to work under are
considered. It is a credit to them that they've
been able to hold the organization together.
The biggest headache in the student government system is the Student Council, the
all-important legislative body that carries
with it the ultimate success or failure of
the whole student power system. To be a

i

\

successful Council, it should be a representative body. And it is most certainly not
that.
The Student Council is composed of one
representative from each recognized student organization and two from each class.
That makes the Council representative to
only those students who belong to organizations, and that number is quite small.
In fact, some students are represented from
two to five times while a majority are
only represented by a person elected from
the class. And those groups have never
functioned well.
• The need for a complete revamping of
the Student Council is clear. The method
or methods adopted could be one of several.
But whatever is done, it is vital that the
groups become representative of all students. The students not represented are in
most cases the apathetic ones, and
they will continue to be apathetic until

Biafra
In This, the iVIid-Twentieth Centnrv

SEE IT

::
'■:

Reflections Of A Conyentiort
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Dance For Students,
Not Alumni Profits

,-

Si&n-Out Cards
Dear Editor:
To reopsn the battle of pros and cons about
the signing out policies of the University in the
women's dorms is not the purpose of this letter. It is my purpose to remind the Eastern
students of another rule which has abandoned
its original purpose.
Last year in the Letter to the Editor section
of the Progress the letters which upheld the
University policy that all women must sign
out of the dorm If they leave after 7:30 in the
evening all stated that the benefit of such a
policy was that in case of an 'emergency the
student could be found with a relative amount
of effort Also the reason upon which the administration stated it based its institution of
the rule, was' that in case of an emergency, a
student could be found with a reasonable amount of effort.
However, this year it has come to my at.tentlqn that the sign out cards placed in the
women's dorms include ho place to list where
one is going or with whom one is leaving the
dorm. It seems improbable to me that in case
of an emergency a student could be found in
any less time or with less effort by knowing
the day, date and time she left by reading his
card, than by checking her room and noting
that she is not there.
I tend to conclude that the cards are for
the purpose of someone knowing how much
time one spends in her room, though I can see
no logical purpose or use for this knowledge.
One tends to believe that probably the cards as
they now are printed are. only the last remnants
of a rule which was made for a purpose that
was discriminating in its application to the
student body and therefore found Inadequate.
Sincerely,
Carol Watson

fines when they returned their books. The
"day of grace" formerly offered has also been
suspended. A book is due on the date stamped
on the Date Due slip. If it is the next day, it
is one day late.
We would like to cooperate with our patrons
at all times and hope that if they have suggestions about the library, its staff or its policies, they will feel free to use the suggestion
box opposite the Circulation desk on the second
floor.
We trust that the students at EKU will find
the John Grant Crabbe Library a setting conducive to both academic and leisure time reading.
Yours truly,
Ernest E. Weyhrauch
Director of libraries
11

Library Changes
Dear Editor:
„ .„
It is with some reluctance that the Library
has teen obliged to change its fine policy. Finesare not designed to penalize students who keep
books overdue but rather to encourage all
library users to return books on or before the
end of the lean period. It is a hardship upon
all when a few individuals are careless and keep
needed materials beyond the return date. It is
for this reason that the following policy change
has been enacted.
"Beginning June 24, 1968, a fine of five cents
per day is charged on overdue books if toe
fine is paid when the book is returned to the
Circulation desk at the John Grant Crabbe
Library. A fine of ten cents per day will be
charged for overdue books if the fine is not
paid when the student returns the book to the
Circulation desk."
..
It is very time-consuming and costly ror tne
library to verify student addresses and write
to individuals who neglected to pay overdue

renwR

'"/'"' (Of£Campui *&€&&&

Dear Editor:
I write this letter from a need to express my
feelings on a situation I feel is wrong. The situation I refer to is the present student housing
regulations at Eastern Kentucky University.
Present rules require students, both male and
female, of all ages, unless married, to live in one
of the dormitories on the campus. Commuters
must either live -with their parents or "a very
close relative." The students living In the city
of Richmond have no actual regulations except
those imposed by their parents or guardians.
Thus, the commuters and Richmond students
are subject to parental control while non-residents of Richmond are subject to administrative
control.
Upon request, I have been given several reasons as to why an individual is required to live
on campus while attending Eastern. These range
from "there is no better place in Richmond" to
"if we have adequate housing on campus, you
should live here." These reasons may be competent enough, but they should be left to the
discretion of the individual and his family rather
than that of the administration.
I agree that while the present maxim is sufficient for freshman and sophomores under the
legal age, it is Juvenile in regards to the Juniors
and seniors of any age.
My recommendation is that the University
should permit living off campus subject to the
following restrictions:
1. Upperclassmen (Juniors and above)
2. No active or pending social or academic
probation.
3. a. With parental consent if student has not
reached age 21.
b. No parental consent If over 21.
4. University approval of off-campus quarters.
The foregoing, while more stringent than
those regulations currently in" force in other
institutions of htger learning, appear to be a
reasonably progressive step toward accepting
(Continued On Page Three)
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Vance, Bob Whltlock.
«\
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Ways To Rid Yourself Of Females

McGill

Local Males Protest Husband Hunter's Manual

away from your mythical chosen one, youBy JOE SHARP
may have to resort to cruelty and imageStaff Writer
shattering. You might take out the wolfLast week after the husband-hunter's
girl
and get lecherous and importunate,
manual of arms had appeared in the Proof students support the protestors. The surcalling in aid from a wiskey bottle if necgress, 1 manned,the office during the aftervey shows that the students who came from
cessary, and afterwards discard her as "too
noon and wondered what to write for next
families of lower income and less affluent
prudish" of ^too easy," depending on the
week. Nothing eventful happened" until a
situations were more anxious to have clasoutcome
of your attempt. Either way, make
delegation of well-dressed playboy-looking
ses continue, were not interested in destroysure you regard her as a facility. She will
men walked in.
ing the system — at least not so long as it
be
overcome with contempt, partially the
"We represent the Eastern chapter of the
indicated a return for one willing to be
result of slighted vanity.
Student Activist Sophisticates or America,
If seduction isn't your idea of a decent
competitive in it.
better known as S.A.S." announced their
A surprise in the survey was that the dismethod, you can lay down an outrageously
leader. "We'd like to speak to the person
content with the draft did not seem to be
demanding moral code for her to follow
responsible for printing that curriculum for
much of a factor. What was a factor, Dr.and rage at her if she transgresses. This
attaining the M.R.S. degree."
Barton said, "was the generalized unhapis guaranteed to get you dropped like a
I told him that I myself had written it,
piness with the war — and that applies to
four-inch brim, while she goes looking for
and he continued in a well-rehearsed voice.
everybody regardless of draft status."
some more decent fish.
"We feel that you have damaged the seSeventy-nine per cent of the students
Then, too, you could ask her for advice
curity of the male college student, and that
replied they regarded Columbia as a good
on
how to succeed with another girl, more
you have a duty to patch up the holes. So
place to get a university education. Only a
wonderful than Helen combined with Luwe came to make a proposition. If you pub"small minority" of students accept the becrece
and with Dorigen. This just might
lish some countermeasures, we'll supply
liefs of radical leaders that desired changes
give her the idea that she's crawling up
you with some official S.A.S. publications,
cannot be brought about without revolution- ^ written by our best staff writers about isthe wrong trouser leg.
ary action.
sues that we think are important."
Adlai Stevenson III, state treasurer of
This seemed to be a fair deal, so I acIllinois, recently professed great worry about
cepted it. Any boy who has been selected
the present and future because of the acas lord and master by one of my wolf-girl
centuation of political attitudes.
pupils should read on if he wants to know
"Across the nation," he said, "I have
how to disenchant her before she becomes
found too many people unwilling to listen.
a major disaster.
They don't want explanations.. .Hubert
The best and most obvious way to put off
Humphreys 20 years of steady dedication
a husband-hunter is to avoid being selected
to progressive causes do no weigh in the
as a potential mate. Any boy can do this
same scales against another man's glorious
simply by looking poor, stupid, and irepisode, a single primary campaign devoted
responsible.
to great questions of war and peace.. .from
If you decide to look poor, you should
all sides we are beset by evidence of frustrabuy three or four shirts of the same pattern
tion and bitterness..."
and color, and do the same with slacks and
This is an accurate, if not complete, sumsocks. Then you have to wear them in such
ming up.
a way that you create the impression that
There is an unwillingness to listen. There
you only own the one yellow shirt and pair
is a hardening of attitudes. Those who are
of loden, green slacks. You will do best if
not passionately for a pull-out from Vietthe clothes you wear are one or two seanam are denounced as phonies and hawks.
sons out of fashion, but still neat and beHubert Humphrey is the best chance for
coming. As a further hint, you could add
peace and negotiations in the many crises
one or two repair stitches, with a color of
ahead. But attitudes are so hard that those
thread which matches the shirt.
unwilling to listen will seek to smash him
Then you need a pair or two of scruffy
because of their own angers and f rutrations.
shoes or work boots to wear to class and
There are many kinds of "radicals."
the grill. You should extend your image
of poverty into other areas too: drive a
beat-up 1962 Volkswagon, not a 1968 Corvette; use dog-eared blue notebooks that
fit half-size paper, and have USED stickers
all over your book**.
. . , ' •* The poverty strategy will repel most of
A solution appears simple. If workers
the M.R.S. candidates, but it may accidentin the grille would only cook a sufficient
ally attract one or two whose hearts conamount of hamburgers and cheeseburgers
tain a few sparks of pity. To put these to
as rush times approaches, the whole process
flight, you must look dumb and careless,
would be speeded up and everybody would
or maybe downright repulsive. Forgetting
be happier. It seems little price to pay to
to brush your teeth regularly, letting your
offer better service to the student body.
hair grow uncombed and unnoticed, and
going around with bloodshot eyes should
UK In Headlines
rid you of female vermin. (Unfortunately,
it isn't likely to do much good for your
The University of Kentucky has cerlove life either, but this problem can be
tainly frequented the headlines of the metrosolved by quick changes and showers.)
politan press since former Gov. A. B.
Another subterfuge consists of putting
'Happy' Chandler was named to the Board
some mark of devotion on yourself, like
of Trustees by Gov. Louie B. Nunn. Hapa girl's class ring. This has serious drawpy' has had something to say about everybacks, though — any girl that you may
thing, from George Wallace to fouling up
actually like well enough to date will think
the preceedings to hire an athletic director
you belong to someone else if she sees you
and president. Only recently, Mr. Chandler
wearing it. This eliminates your credibility,
blamed former UK prexy John Oswald for
which "once shamed may never be recovpreventing the establishment of a strong
ered."
athletic program by naming three faculty
But if the wolf-girl decides to take you
members to the athletic committee.

' Who Is This Radical?
In Atlanta, Georgia, on a warm, sunny
afternoon, a youne Georgia Tech student
halts in front of "the IBM office. He puts
down a placard. He then proceeds to undress until he is nude, save for sox.
He picks up the placard and holds it on
high. It reads:
"Computers are obscene."
Hundreds of giggling young lady employes and astonished males stand watching until police come and take the young
man away.
In Milwaukee, five priests and nine
others, Vietnam anti-draft pacifists, overcome a cleaning woman, take a key from
her, enter and take packages of draft card
records and burn them.
At Columbia University, a small group
of demonstrators, determined that the university must not be allowed to open and
conduct classes, maintains harassments.
These are some of the elements of what
is, and continues to be, a year of tragedy,
trauma and trouble. It includes assassinations of two men who could, and did, inspire, and lead Americans.
Who are the student protestors?
Dr. Alan Barton, director of Columbia
University's Bureau of Applied Research,
completed a questionaire project which included all faculty members and one of
every five students among the multi-thousands on the campus. Dr. Barton was able to
create a meaningful picture of the student
radical.
Sixty per cent of the Columbia demonstrators have fathers whose income is above
$15,000 per year. Roughly half the fathers
of this 60 per cent were professional men
of considerable incomes.
It is possible to deduct from this that
the more privileges of allowances for cloth" ing, recreation and living the student has received from the system, the more passionately eager he is to overthrow or destroy it.
At no time at Columbia did a majority

Lonfe Lines In Student Union Grille Could Be Solved
With A Minimum Of Effort And A Little Foresifeht

u»

V

The lines in the Student Union Building
Grille around mealtime have become seemingly endless, and nodody seems willing
to do anything about it. Not only are the
lines extremely long, they move so slowly
it becomes ridiculous.
The primary food served in the grille
is hamburgers, cheeseburgers and cold sandwiches. The time required to prepare those
items is not very great, but it develops into
a time-consuming process when a student
must wait till he reaches the front of the line
place his order and then wait while it's
being prepared.

Off-Campus Housing
(Continned From Page Two)
personal responsibility by those students sufficiently mature.
With a growing, progressively modern school
such as Eastern, It is extremely important that
Its regulations expand with its physical growth
and with current trends.
Thank you for your kind attention.
Respectfully,
Jack F. Rench

HAMMOND'S
A'

Barber and Style Shop
PAUL DANIEL
HOMER FULTZ
JESSIE HAMMOND
"we need your head to run our business"
New Richmond Hottl

623-5604

The
CHARLEY
BROWN

TAPE PLAYERS
for
CAR and HOME
OVER 300 TYPES TO CHOOSE FROM
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
TAPE RECORDERS
Cor Tape Prayers - Homo Tape Prayers ■ Stereo
iour electronic neoac|uui ieis

own
ISSOClttf St6T6135

w. ,RVINC

OT.

Urn family £&eo"|CHM?NO* KCNTUCKYI

Where the girls are is where the
Charley Brown is! Made to order
for the classroom commuter, this
new-look CPO shirt/jacket is
tailored in 100% wool with a
warm fleece lining, has great
detailing like button front and
button down patch pockets.
Come see it this week in the
pick of the plaids and
swingin' solids.
bizes S, M, L, XL. $20.00 - $25.00
Prep Sizes 12-20. $23.00
COMELISOrS - RICHMOND
THE UNIVERSITY SHOP - RICHMOND

/

Now cruelty is not really the ultimate
weapon in this effort, nor is it the most
constructive. The only satisfactory solution
to the problem of being chased is to find
yourself a lovable girl friend and be loyal
to her. (This comes last because it will horrify the SA.S. members and I want to give
them a good selection of practical methods
to choose from before I reveal my treason.)
If you're happy with your elected one, it
will show on your face in a way that will
plainly announce that you're taken. Wolf
girls know better than to challenge comfort like that, because they only get themselves hated for their pains. Besides, you've
got such a girl, you won't want to bother
with cruelty, and benevolence is good for
the soul.
This fulfills my part of the bargain with
the S.A.S. of Eastern, and I'm looking forward to some of the papers they're going
to pay me with.

I

____■
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The View

Next OVC Foe . . Middle Tennessee
Eastern To Try To Retain Share
Of Conference Lead Saturday

From Here
Iv KARL PARK Progress Sports Editor
Three weeks into the new season and It looks as If the
Colonels are going to have their hands full In taking their
second straight Ohio Valley Conference title. Their main obstacle — the Western Hilltoppers. This opening- statement is
the main premise that seems to be circulating around campus
about Eastern's team.
Western opened the season with a mediocre 35-0 victory
over Butler University. Eastern opened its season with an impressive show of power in stomping Hillsdale College of Michigan,
63-0
Eastern and Western have both played Austin Peay and East
Tennessee and each of the schools have come out of these games
victorious. Eastern won its games by close scores of 21-20 and
23-20. respectively, and Western took its two OVC games 42-0
and 23-0, respectively.
However, there can never be a comparison made between
any two teams based only on scores. Injuries, weather conditions,
location of the game, and mental attitude have to be taken into
account when looking at a score.
Of course when Eastern plays Western In two weeks, all of
these comparisons can be thrown out the window. The EasternWestern game probably is the hottest rivalry in the state, and
this writer predicts a nip-and-tuck battle October 20th.
Middle Tennesse Ranks First In All-Tlrae OVC Win*
Middle Tennessee, with a 72-20 won-lost record, ranks No. 1
in the Ohio Valley Conference's all-time standings. Tennessee
Tech is second and Eastern third.
Tech has won 02 and lost 40, while Eastern has a 01-51
record. Eastern and Western have been Involved in the most
ties—7, including their 14-14 deadlock in 1907.
All of these totals were compiled before the start of this
season's pla:

•rs from Middle Tennessee in pre-season picks for the All OVC Team.
Saturday afternoon's contest
BY JACK FROST
Eastern will be trying to keep Rodney Hayes leads the deSTAFF WRTTER
an unblemished record and a fensive line. He has been switched to tackle to fill the gap
Saturday will be cheerleader tie for the OVC lead in the game left by graduation. Another tackle
day at Eastern and most male with Middle Tennessee.
Twenty-eight lettermen re- hopeful is Tim Stanfiil, who
students will be all smiles. But
weighed SIS pounds last year,but
this shall not be the case with turned this season for the Blue is expected to be down to a "light"
Raiders. They hope to bounce
the Eastern football squad.
270 pounds this fall.
The Colonels will need to get back mis season after having
Ike Franklin will help out with
their
worst
record
in
the
last
down to serious business when
the
defensive line, also.
they meet the invading Blue Raid- 21 years last season.
The
linebacker position will be
Among the returning lettermen will be the fastest back- filled oy Hunter Harris and David
field in Middle Tennessee's his- Duval. Deep backs will be Don
Ward and Jerry Wright.
tory.
Gary Draper, an All- OVC
At halfbacks are Taylor Edpick
on the defensive team, will
wards and Gene Carney. Jamie
Jamison, a letterman, will man be at cornerback.
Middle Tennessee's record
the slotback position.
stands
at 1-2. They were beaten
Dickie Thomas has the hardest
last
week
by Chattanooga. Last
Job
of
any
of
the
Blue
Raiders.
BY JIMMYJKDUSE
season
the
Colonels nipped the
He must fill In at quarterback
STAFF WRITER
Raiders 14-7.
for
one
of
the
all
time
greats
Eastern's Grant Colehour and
Middle Tennessee lead* the
Ken Silvlous finished first and in Middle Tennessee' history, series with Eastern, 11-4.
second, respectively
in the Bill Walker, who graduated.
Eastern will be without the
seven-mile Daytona Beach Run The offensive line is anchor- services of Ron Reed, who will
last Saturday as Eastern's team ed by Andy Thompson, Ralph be out for the season, with an
won the event in the University Overton, and 8teve Colqultt. injured knee,
These three men have been
division.
Hundreds of people lined the
seven-mile stretch of beach to
witness some of the top southern runners in the nation. The
race was sponsored by the Daytona Beach Chamber of Commerce and included such schools
as Florida, Florida State Carolina Baptist, and East Carolina.
Coach Smith was pleased with
the outcome and commented,
Phillip
"Grant Colehour and Ken Silvlous ran well as did our three
freshmen- runners—Tom Larito,
(Continued on Page Six)

Cross Country
Team Wins
Meet In South

24-Hour

Wrecker

Lost For
Remainder
Of Season

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
YERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR.

"__- .
„
Aside from Guice and Speaks,
The week before, Eastern nudconference tacThere are two big problems
OMo VaU
ged East Tennessee 23-20 with kfe Mme|> A__ltt ^ a 8pec_
facing Roy Kldd this week.
Middle Tennessee and doctor's the final touchdown coming with uto_ gtitardv night and linereports.
19 seconds left.
backers Ron Reed and Paul
Coach Kidd, figures the Blue
"Austin Peay really came after Smoton are limping.
Raiders are enough to worry us in the fourth quarter," said "\r,
lnjured in the first
about. But a plague of injuries Kidd. "They played good toot- ™
aeainst the Governors,
to key players has doubled his ball and we didn't." JheGov- f^\J^ Monday out Reed
j_.i_.i_i.. out
_..» for
#-.- the
th_ seaernors were down 21-0 late was definitely
troubles.
"It's discouraging to see so in the third quarter.
son. Hampton played the entire
many of our starters hobbling a"We've
made
a
lot
of
missecond half with a bad knee and
round on crutches and wrapped
takes,"
the
Eastern
coach
addhis
status remains questionable,
in bandages," Kidd said Monday.
"And it gets worse with the ed, "and we can't expect to play
knowledge that Middle ^-nges- . that way against MIddle and,win,; '
Third string quarterback Bill
see Is coming here SaturdtyV'
The Colonels haven't been at March has been forced into acfull force since their opening tion in the last two games due to
game against Hillsdale. As a injuries to starter Jim Guic
result they're off to a sluggish and backup man Tim Speaks.
"Bill has done a fine job,"
start depslte winning all three
Kidd said, "He's had a lot oil
games.
"That's two straight week- pressure but pulled us out sevends we've gone to the buzzer eral times."
Guice, with a Jammed thumb
before winning," Kidd said, referring to Eastern's 21-20 vic- on his throwing hand, missed the|
tory over Austin Peay.
That final three quarters of the East
game wasn't decided until the fin- Tennessee game and played only
al 12 seconds when the Govern- briefly in the second quarter aor's two-point conversion at- galnst the Governors.
"Jim Just wasn't ready," Kldd|
tempt fell short. ,^^_^__
said. "That thumb is heavily taped and he has trouble holding th
football."
623-9969

BREAKFAST. Wl OPEN AT 4 A.M.

rccrtufinc|
Central Kentucky's Finest
Curb • Dining Area
- COME AS YOU AREI *

Rick Dryden was supposed to
fill in at the linebacker position, but he spent Monday in the
University infirmary with a.103
degree temperature.
Ron House
came down with
«<>«>
^
pneumonia early this week and
will probably be out for three
weeks. James Wilson Is on the
injured list with a bruised knee.
Jim Moberly, the other linebacker, picked up part of the
(Continued on Page Six)

HOME

fOt THAT LATE SNACK WE

for

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
We are known for good food.
Home of those delicious
homemade biscuits.

M00NRAY G&HSMiiaAOT]

THE
College Life Insurance Company
Of America
MANZ S FOOTBALL FORECAST

■****■**- Smith's ^ViS*.
Asks that you try all Barber Shops, Then come to the original
Hair Styling; Shop of Richmond, for the professional shopping
of your hair.

Cor, of Second and Main Upttoirt over Betsey's

7,Qtffp KmwrBitg £tt|op
FOOTBALL
CONTEST

South First Street

Place an "X" in the box of the team you think will win
(date). The estimate of total yardage gained by (college)
will be the tie breaker.

D

□
□
a
□

DMiddle Tennessee|

Western

□ Western Illinois

Arkansas

□ iaylor

Illinois

[H Minnesota

Indiana

□ lowa
□ Tennessee
□ Oregon State

Kentucky

TWO CONVENIENT L0CA1I0HS- mm STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE

□ Akron

-

G Murray
Youngstown

D Bradley
□ S.E. Missouri

□ Pensacofa Navy
... yards will be gained by Eastern
in the ( Eastern-Middle Tenn.

WINNER

LOSER

Penn State
Tampa
Purdue
Oklahoma
Oregon Store
Tennessee
Tuba
Alabama
Arkansas
Florida

UCLA
Cincinnati
Ohio State
Texas
Kentucky
Georgia Tech
Louisville
Vanderbilt
Baylor
Tulane

Limit 1 entries per person each week

•

See William A. Manz
Your College Life Representative

VjjS $J2z_I£S' W^J

Eastern

n Georgia Tech

OTHER MAJOR COLLEGES

\JUL

i

Phone 623-9128

"Figure On Banking With Us"

OVC PICKS
Tenn. Tech
Western Illinois
S.E. Missouri
Austin Peay

7 P.M.

mm tmmmi

ly to college men. Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR."

East Tennessee
Western
Murray

"Service Is Our Middle Name"

ITFMi BANK AMD

... featuring the life insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusive-

Middle Tenn.

Phone 623-3161

Barber & Hair Sfyfitig Shop

You Are Always Welcome at...

AIE OPEN UNTIL 12 A.M.

Eastern

Eastern By-Pass

Hampton, Arritt, Reed, And Wilson Not Expected To Play

STOf IV Mi A DEUCIOUS

llnr-tsnii

<?61

Colonels Riddled With Injuries

RML^RAY KgSTOKMif

L^SK

All-OVC linebacker, Ron Reed, will be sidelined for the rest
of the season with torn knee ligaments. Reed is co-captain
of the Colonels and was called by many OVC coaches the
best linbacker in the league." . (Staff Photo by Cralg Clover

& E

D

Service

AJU

WOOLRICH
SHIRT JACS

113 Windsor Drive 623 6460
A.

I
I
I
I
I
I

pRizin

'

PRINGLE V-NECK SWEATER
Entries Must Be in the "U" Shop by
SATURDAY NOON. OCTOBER 12
Contest Open to All Students

212

Hmttfrstti)
623-9674
Miami U.
Ohio State U.
U. of Cincinnati
Tulane U.
West Vs. U.
Eastern Ky. U.
U. of Georgia

Woter
Street

Bowling Green U.
Purdue U.
Ohio U.
U. of Kentucky
Eastern Michigan U.
u. of Alabama

J

__.

-^

en

•ij_

Colonels Win Second Straight
OVC Game, Edge Govs 21-20

Eastern Progress, Thurs., Oct. 10, 1968, Page 5

down of the night. Freshman tall- own 10 with 1:59 remaining and Eastern ran th* final nine
BY KARL PARK
back Jimmy Brooks ran IB yards could not manage a first down in second* of th* clock out and rePROGRESS SPORTS EDITOR fer the score and Jerry Pullins' three plays. On fourth down, quar-mained undefeated in regular
conversion made the halftime terback Bill March took the snap season aivl OVC pity*
Eastern held off a last quarter score r«ad, 7-0.
and ran directly toward th* and
rally by th* Austin Paay GovButch Evans scored two quick zone. He misjudged his position
ernor* to win it* second con- touchdowns (one on a two- yard on the field and instead of being
ference game of the year, 21-20, run and th* outer on a 87- yard tackled in th* end cone for a
I TVOl lt<s
Saturday night.
scamper) to give the Colonels a safety, he was hit on th* two * * J V/UtO
Th* Colonels held a *!-7 lead f.1-0 lead. From this point on, yard line.
TryouU will be held on Taee
entering the fourth quarter, but th* gam*"wascontroU*dbyAusday, October 15. at 7:18 p.m
were not able to bold th* upset- „ / _
Two plays later .Dyer Put ttie\fer the Eastern freefcmea baa
DICK DUNKUC
^.mL«kR«.nUH»cknevscor- Gov« ™B»n one point as Be went^etbaii teen. The main gym
Renegade Lineman of the Week minded GOT* as th* bom* team
reeled off two touchdowns la ^aff^TSSwnfOriW <»»e yard for the touchdown. Bill £ Atamal Cell*eam win be need
the final period.
&?*«*» 2S?teffTthVmSS Dupes.Austin Peay s ne*u .y-ch, fr the tryouU.
Reserve quarterback Dennis GOfL^. £!L_««r««
elected to go tor me victory in- Any boy Interested In attendDyer
for *«£££ • *£££ ~ ^liLl of . Ue. Dy.r'. pa« waste. ^~*£*Z" *"£*
Dy.r did an exceptional
*sc*ao»e, Job
,o» «
gad* Back of th* W**k.
th.Gov. tern, h^^tens. by JSfSf^TSJS of?Intercepted byT*d Green and *^WgSg <-M~'
engineering the final two touch- from
J^^
Une. Punt.
Punts ^^^^^^£mm^2m^^£mim
one-yard lin*.
the one-yard
Dick Dunkl* has been selected down
drives.
for th* **cond time as the ReneOn AH Types Of
gade lineman of the week. He te- ter a10scoring drive in th* first
en advanced ROTC cadet and he quarter. Th. second period saw team could move me ball.
Eastern bad th. ball on its
is majoring in Physical Educa- Raatern score the first touchtion.

Freshmen

JIMMY BROOKS
Renegade Back of the Week

q

EVANS C. SPURLIN
310 EAST MAIN STREET - OFflCE PHONE .23-3830
PhiKip Cttnnoqin _ Salesmen
Douqkn Ch"*J*t
Phone M3-m?
Nites
Pfcoa* .23-4574

TAX SHELTERED
ANNUITIES

Renegades
Jimmy Brook* did an outstanding Job of running last Saturday against Austin Paay.
Brooks only a freshman gained
142 yards in 18 carries. Included was a touchdown run of IS
yards. His running efforts were
cause for him to be named Rene-

». ,.r *.-. «.»-»■ ^SSSfSSSSSS.

SAVE
30%

Terrace Helpy-Selfy

DUNLOP
TIRES

P.O. Box 4085 Gordenside

Coin Operated Laundry

Dales Sinclair

•it you re t<K> busy studying to do your wash,
let our attendants do it for your

Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets

Eastern
By-Pass

See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

Headhunters
Jim Moberly, a Richmond na- second consecutive week as th.
ttv. Is the Headhunter Back of Headhunter Lineman. This Is
the Week. Moberly call, the de- Ids third year as a starter for
f.nslve signals for Colonels. He the Colonels. He has good speed
has started three years at East- and does a good Job of rushing
era. Moberly played under Kldd the passer. When SheUer starts,
Harville and Ison during high the Colonel, win. Eatern has
school at Richmond Madison.
lost once with SheUer as a startTom Shetl.r was chosen forth, .r.
.

FOOTBALL STANDINGS

/

OVC flame*
Pt. Opp.
44 40
65
47 21
27 18
0 19
39 59
20 46
20 63

w I. T
Eastern
Western
Murray
Middle Tenn.
Tenn. Tech
Morehead
East Tenn.
Austin Peay

W

AH Games
L T Pt. OppJ

3
3
2
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
2
3
2
2
3

0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0

107 40
100
0
54 28
53 38
27 67
46 62
20 46
33 104

WELL'S BARBER SHOP

Vj^^J

Representing
Phono
623-9158

Southwestern Life

rOUWKX COMPANY . DALLAS • SNCeiH*

"For AM Tour Mechanical Needs"

50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c

500

Lexington, Ky. 40504

^Af

\Sinclairi

2 Blocks off W. Main.

JIMMY MOBERLY
TOM 8HETLER
Headhunter Back of the Week Heiulhuater Lineman of the Week
/

See
Oren G. Wright

50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c

STUDENT DISCOUNT

50c

THE RICHMOND -EASTERN STUDENT DISCOUNT SERVICE is a service
of your Student Council, initiated to benefit you, the students. Presentation of this card will entitle you to the discounts listed. These discounts
are given as a community service by the participating merchants, and
your cooperation is needed to continue this service and cause it to grow.

50c

50c

Please read this card carefully and note any limitation carefully and
note any limitation on the discounts offered. When making a purchase,

50c

50c

please present y

50c

50c
50c _
50c
50c

50c
50c
50c

■•

COLEGIATE STYLE HAIRCUTS

OS**

tyling
ti

Go where your Patronage is Appreciated.
PHONE 623-3985

ri

50c

i
i
i
i
i
i
■i

50c
50c
50c

■

50c
9

50c

50c
i

THE COMPACT STUDY
GUIDES THAT PUT YOU ON
A SURE COURSE...

Barnes & Noble

COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES
thoM eo«y-to-dlg«*t, eaiy-to-u*. eosy-lo-carry paperback
guides for study, ref•renc. and rtvtow.
Over!

tide* In almost .veiy subject Indudlngi

ART"

ENGLISH
HISTORY
DRAMA
POLITICAL SCIENCE
MUSIC
ANTHROPOLOGY
SPEECH
MATHEMATICS
EDUCATION
SCIENCE
PHILOSOPHY
SOCIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
STUDY AIDS
LANGUAGE
OnDbployat

WJUUCf'S
BOOK STORE

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD

A SERVICE OF YOUR

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
STUDENT COUNCIL
Chairman

Name

i>

I

Jim Pellegrinon

$AMW*
(Not Valid Unless Signed)

I 1968-69
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Expires Sept. 1, 1969
NOT TRANSFERRABLE
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COLONIAL CLEANERS

1110 S. 2nd St.
423-5400
10% Discount On All Food And Beverages

Eastern By-Pass
423-5993
15% Discount On AN Dry Cleaning

50c

LERMAN'
West Mam 5t.
423-2959
5-10% Discount On Al Marchondlsa

50c
50c
50c

Eastern fey-Pass
25c Off On Al Hdr Cuts Except On Saturdays

Eastern By-Pass

50c
50c

MOONRAY RESTAURANT
BY-PASS BARBER SHOP

50c
50c

PIZZA

203 2nd St.
623-2444
10% Discount Oil AH Merchandise
SOc Exc#pt Tobacco, Food, Promotion or Rod Tag Items

50c
50c

IN ROOM 201 Of THE STUDINT UNION BUILDING

BEGLEYS DRUG STORE

50c
50c

50c
50c

50c
50c

CARDS MAY Bl PURCHASED FOR $.50

50c
50c

%

423-5905

10% Discount On Al Food and Btvimnos
From 11 a.m. - 12 p.m. on Corn Servke and
from 4 a.m. • 9 a.m., 2 p.m. • 4 p.m. and
8 p.m.-12 p.m. on Dining Room Service

- NOTE AS ADDITIONAL MERCHANTS JOIN THE SERVICE YOU Will Bl NOTIfllD.

50c
SHOULD YOU LOOSl YOUR CARD NOTM THE STUDENT COUNCIL MM.
50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c

50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c

a>*-

, KENNY'S DRIVE IN (
* *..

Your Purchase FREE |

I t!!U:*-*k>* 2
j:|^y]^~/^,a<
_

If We Do Not
TJiank You

- Open All Year -

|
f

Hamburgers-Coneys-Milk Shakes

§ BIG HILL AVE.

S^^X

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP
roior cirts - trims - flat-tops
in Glyndon Hotel

Oakland Whips
Kentucky In
ABA Action

Flag Football To Have
57 Teams Competing

BY JACK FROST
STAFF WRITER
rough play results in penalities (4) Punt for Distance
BY STEVE McTEER
Professional basketball came
and possible expulsion from the (5) FleW Goal Kick
*STAFF WRITER
to Eastern Tuesday night
as
8
1
M
game or entire program.
TM ,* " * 2"£f2 T™
the Kentucky Colonels and OakThe Intramural football seaThe officials for the game to sett e ttose ok1' team arguland Oaks of the ABA (Amerison is off to a great start with are provided by Dr. Barney men*, as to^ whcis_the best at
can Basketball Association) met
57
teams scheduled to play. Early Groves, head of the men's in- *****l . ^f^X-mKn
in an exhibition game.
season predictions give the P. tramural program. The officials and£jcl^SSKStoft^
The Oaks, who are owned by
B.R.'s the edge as dorm
in-are physical education students n the tat»m""1oi^1" l"ur^
singer Pat Boone, stomped the
dependent
champions
and
B.O.X.
and their work in the intramural 109 Alumni Coliseum or call 622
Colonels, 13^-102.
Those who witnessed the game
saw some changes in the rules,
equipment and playing area.
The ABA has an official ball,
the AU «.a v
intramural season will be the to the entrants intheHole-in-One
as does the National Basketball
Play begins each day at 4:20 .._ . ..Football SklUs Day" to and Archery tournaments. The
Association but there is a big
p.m. on the three fields behind be heW October 24.
latter two are both new actdifference. The ball used in ABA
Model High School. Nine games
participants will compete in ivlties.
•
games is striped with three difare
scheduled
each
day
with
each
..
Results
of
the
tennis,
1
(-N eventg of football skill:
ferent colors-red, white, and
.
..
in-One, and archery tournaments
game.._-<>Unn
consistingn4oftrxitr
four,tan
tenmln.
min- ._.0)_Passing_
for
Accuracy
blue.
will be posted on the bulletin board
ute quarters.
(2) Kick-off for distance
One might think that this could
outside the Intramural office.
(3)
Pass
for
Distance
Th/highest score of the seahamper a person's shooting, but
son so far was racked up on
Louie Dampier, the All-AmeriTHIS WEEK'S OVC SCHEDULE
October 1 in a League n game
can from Kentucky and an acMiddle Tennessee at Eastern
when the Racers defeated the
curate shooter, said "The first
Western at Western Illinois
Rolling Stones by a score of 26time that I picked up the ball
Tennessee
Tech at East Tennessee
6. The PBR's, a League I team
and shot it I couldn't tell any
Murray at Southeast Missouri
flag football
Rick Barry (24) and Jim Ligon and last year's
difference in it than 1 did in
Morehead at Austin Peay
(2) were quite aggressive in champions,defeated the Alchies '
the regular ball."
Tuesday night's ABA game won 19-6 in a game played on OctOakland Oaks star Rick Barry
by the Oakland Oaks over the ober l.
said. "The stripes help me folKentucky Colonels, 132-102.
ALL PURCHASES
Flag football is a derivative
low the ball better on rebounds
(Staff Photo by Craig Ammerof
the
standard
game
of
football
and shots. They make the ball
man)
with a few rule changes to imeasier to Judge."
prove the safety standard of
Another
change
was seen
the game. The ball carrier
on the floor. A white line was
wears two small ribbons, or
WHILE YOU WAIT
put within a 22-foot radius
of the goal. The purpose is to (Continued from Page Four)
Eastern will run Northern Il- "flags " about his waist. The
give a player a three-point baslinois and Illinois Normal School objective of the defensive team]
ket if he shoots from beyond Joe Espinosa, and Mike Robin- at Bloomington, Illinois, next is to deprive the ball carrier oi
the marker. Last season the line son."
Saturday.
Eastern's'
cross one of these flags without tacklNAME BRANDS ONLY
was 25 feet from the goal.
Lazito, Espinosa, and Robin- country team has one of the top ing Mm. When a defensive playDampier
remarked, "The son finished ninth, 10th and 12th records in the nation, with a 33- er secures one of the flags, the
maxkex
will make basketball respectively.
1 slate over the past three sea- ball carrier is "tackled" and
play continues as in ordinary
more Interesting because the
The order of finish, in the Day- sons.
scored will be higher, and it tona-Beach Run were first, Eastfootball.
Richmond's Prestige Jewelry For 25 Yrs.
gives the little man a better
ern; second, East Carolina, third,]
Players are prohibited from
Next
To Begley's
623-1292
scoring chance."
Carolina Baptist; fourth, Florida;
wearing
any
type
of
spiked
us Flick
and fifth Florida State.
(Continued on Page 8ev—)
shoe or padding. Unnecessarily

A Right Hook
To The Jaw?

ENGRAVING FREE

Daytona-Beach Run

Diamonds, Watches, Sterling

KESSLER JEWELERS

Richmond —
One-Hour Cleaners

Simca - Alpine
Tiger - Minx

featuring

■Martinrang

•- -■■

Sunbeam

Alpine

Imp

RICHMOND
MOTOR COMPANY
W.

Main St
Dial 623-5441
Call or See Gip Parke or Lester Eversde

|» MOST In Dry Cleaning
Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
Two Drive-ln Windows
623-3939

311 W. Main

MEN'S WEAR

MANHATTAN
SHIRTS

If VIS PANTS

sfvvfti suns

RAND SHOES

October 10—Thursday
GUNN
Craig Stevens, Laura Devon
October 11 —Friday
.OPERATION KID BROTHER
Nell Connery, Duniela Blanch!
Adolfo Cell

J & D Italian-American
i
Restaurant

(Continued from Page Four)
slack against the Governors,
earning honors as outstanding
defensive back last week. Mob-!
erly had seven tackles and 11
assists In the game and tackled
the ball carrier once inside the
20 on a kickoff.

October 12 —Saturday
A MAN CALLED DAGGER Defensive end Tom Shetler
Jan Murray, Terry Moore
also was singled out for
his
performance Saturday. Shetler^:
had eight tackles and ten assists
October 14 —Monday
and deflected a pass which setl
WATERHOLE NO. 3
James Coburn, Margaret Blye up an interception.

"FEATURING OUR ITALIAN SPECIALITIES
and NEW BROASTED SUPREME CHICKEN"

22S SOUTH SECOND

J

BBCtA'l7®
TTTOHKIT

PHONE 623-5338

***Z**£s.

On offense, it was Dick DunILL LQ%BRY TALE
October A&—T«ead*r
kle receiving the outstanding line
INC.
PENTHOUSE
man award, for, the; second, 4im
Suz KetaHSO, Terreace Morgan, in three weeks.
presents
Tony Beckley
y
The outstanding offensive back
ENTER TAINMENT
brought additional smiles to the
October 16 — Wednesday
for
Young America
coaching staff. Jimmy Brooks,
NO Movie
a
freshman
tailback,
provided
CONCERT-T1U2 LETTERMEN
the prime spark against Austin Exclusively:
Peay, covering 142 yards in 18
Tarns Revue
October 17—Thursday
carries and scoring one touchBi I ly Joe Royal & Band
ROUGH NIGHT »
down.
IN JERICHO
Swingin' Medal lions
Dean Martin, Jane Simmons,
"Jimmy showed a lot of poise,"
Classics IV
George Peppard, John Mclntire said Kidd. "He's coming around."
Cmdymen
Movers
As for Middle Tennessee, Kidd
October 18 — Friday
Sensational Epics
OlD VOL HEAR THE ONE emphasized the Colonels would
Tip-Tops
ABOUT THE TRAVELLING have to play their best game of
and many others . . .
the season If they expect to win.
SALESLADY t
Phyllis Oilier, Bob Denver
"There's no such things as a Call Collect
bad Middle Tennessee team,"
Kidd said'.'They're always strong. Ric Cartey - Jack Martin
SELECTED SHORT SUB- Even if we're
completely (404) 237-6317 or 233-3962
JECTS ALL PROGRAMS — healthy-- and It doesn't look like
or write
Ticket Office Opeae 7:M pan.— we will be—It will take a perfect
Show starts 8:00 pan.—Admis- effort to beat mem. We've got our P. O. Box 9687
ilon 75o — (Children) under 12
Atlanta, Ga., 30319
work cut out for us."
— Me

PETER'S
JACKETS

CAMPUS
SHIRTS

Injury-Riddled m
Colonels

HIRAM BROCK
AUTITORIUM

■
Sill ■

■■A

GOOD
MAN TO
KNOW"

GEORGE
RIDINGS, JR.
404 Springfield Drive
Phone 423-4638

mm m
m
INCORPORATED

mKHBHSSE
E

• LD7E INSURANCE
> GROUP INSURANCE
• ANNUmJGS
HEALTH INSURANCE
• PENSION PLANS

■M

I mm

Car Buffs do it!

FEATURING

ARROW - - MCGREGOR
FARAH — PALM BEACH
BASS - WEEJUNS
WEMBLEY - FLORSHEIM
STETSON - PENDLETON
BURLINGTON
JERKS
- JANTZEN
PURITAN^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

r GARLAND JETT STORE

STUDENT
COUPON
! YEAR OF SCHOOL

"*&*»—

English £ea!her

FOR YOUR

Ingush feather^

CAMPUS WEAR

For men who want to be where the j
action te. V«ff racy. Very rnaacu- ■
tine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION
$2.50, $4.00, $$.50. From the complete array of ENGLISH LEATHER :
men's toiletries.
■•«

A raOOVCT Of NKM CaMMHV. INC. M3CIHVAU. N.I. *N«

•y

i
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NEWS IN BRIEF
B. T. SPURLIN REALTY CO.

Progress Receives First Class Rating

208 Collins St.
le'dcs. well organized and apw . DllMjtL.j
For the fourth time In as many and show good cropping to focus pear in a position appropriate
WOK FUDIISMa
Richmond, Ky.
years the Progress has received on essentials without wasted to its importance on your school'
scholarly journals have puba "First Class" rating from space or distracting background and "prefer facts s Ie 0
Phone 82S-O075
!" !.! »Shed three articles on scienthe Associated College Press, or foreground."
"dope" stories except for a col- tific findings by two Eastern bioone of the three rating services captions
were found to be umn."
FRANK MORROW
logists, Branley A. Branson and BESS SPURLIN
which rate college publications, "conslse, colorful, Informative
In regard to the editorial pa- Donald L. Batch.
Salesman
The Progress has also recelv- including sufficient explanation ges, the critique stated that they
Real Estate Broker
ed an 4A» rating from Columbia 0f action or content avoiding "Include such Items as opinion One article, Notes on and Mea62S-91S6
623-6082
Press
Assoclaton and an inclusion of material that be- columns and exclude gossip and surements of River-Drift Snails
•A plus' rating from the National longs in story."
personal mention which might be from Texas, by Branson,., ap"Choose a Real Estate Firm Whose Members
Newspaper Service the other two
Other areas in which the pa- damaging to person's character peared in the Texas Journal of
collegiate press rating services. p,r scored high were inside news or limited In reader Interest." Science. The second, also by
Are Graduate* of Oar University"
Areas in which the Progress pages, sports display, sports
Concerning the front page, the Branson in the Nautilus, dereceived perfect ratings were In writing, and sports coverage, press service said that it is scribes two new species of slugs
those of balance of new stories, comments concerning these "effective and consistent in sty- (shelless,
terrestrial snails)
technical quality of photographs pages were that sports co™1"*** le— streamlined or conven- from Kentucky and Virginia.
.
presented "a complete and in- tional--wlth
and captions.
regarJ to heads,Concerning the balance of new teresting picture of school ath- decks column, widths, column The third report, by Branson
stories ACP states that they
rules.' white space, nameplate, and Batch, appeared In the Pro"provide pleasing balance beceedings of the Biological Society
cut off rules, and ear."
tween news and
features but
of Washington—An Ecological
avoid too much column materStudy on Valley-Forest Spiders
(Continued from Page One)
Organ Recital
available at
ial" and also, provide a varfrom Northern Kentucky—and
The Eastern Department of was supported by an Eastern faciety of types of news in each Mary Lynn McCubbln," Horse
Issue and In successive issues," Cave, Mathematics; William Al- Music will present John Turnbull ulty grant. The latter is the
May, Eminence, Industrial in the first organ recital of a flrst -f a sertes of pgp^ on B|t
"avoids long lists of names of len
Education;
Danile W. Morgan,Ft. series, Sunday, October 13, at „...
..— r»„.
,
Red nRiver
Drainage area.
doubtful news value."
the Hiram Brock Auditorium at
Reflecting
the photography Thomas, Art.
Beverly Irene Murphy,Stearns, 4:00 p.m.
Vertical lines accent this picture of William Keene Hall. The
228 West Irvine
found in the Progress ACP said
Turnbull was the winner In the
dormitory, now nearing completion is the first of four dormJohnston
Elected
the pictures are ''clear and Home Economics; Patricia BlanNewell, Louisville, Elemen- young artists competition at the
itories to be built in the four dormitory men's complex.
sharp,* of sufficient contrast, che
tary Education; Linda
Carol regional convention of the Ameri(Staff photo by Ken Harlowe)
Conscientious Students Catering To The
At the fall meeting of the!
Phillips .Slmpsonville, English, can Guild of Organists in WichCentral
Kentucky
Science
TeachBeverly Jean Pozarnsky, Louis- ita Kansas, in 1961.
Barbering Needs Of The Public
ville, Business Education; Bonnie He studied organ and harpsi- ers Association, held In con-l
Kentucky
fell
behind
early
in
junction
with
the
Central
K
enDarel Carrier led the ColPozarnsky, Louisville, Busi- chord in Amsterdam Holland
game as Barry took the tip- Lee
hours:
. Continued from Page Six)
onels in scoring with 25 points. the
ness,
Education; JosephR. Prats, with Gustav Leonhardt under a tucky Education Association, Dr J
off andascored on a layup. The
Thomas
D.
Johnsten
was
electBarry, who played for the San Danger added 19 for Kentucky. c"110"~ ^;!; ^"tne'lea'd dur- Mansfield, Ohio, History; Nancy Fulbrtght Grant and is presently ed president of the organization
Daily 9-4:45 — Closed Mondays
Francisco Warriors of the NBA carrier, Wayne Chapman and in
P^ H,
"*^ *Lme
Lolse Russell, Ashland, Elem- instructor of music at Eastern.
Dr. Johnsten has been on the
two seasons ago led all scorers Bobby Rascoe, graduates of Wes« « «»»«"' ***" •
entary Education,
Included on the program will
in the game with 29 points. He tern Kentucky, were greeted by
Oakland pulled ahead of the
Thomas, be selections by Buxtehude, D»- Eastern Department of Biology
Rita Lee Shaw, Ft.
used a variety of shots, ranging a round of friendly boos from the Colonels 37-18 at the end of the English; Patricia Davis Smith, Aquin Bach, Hindemlth, and Faculty for two years, ear
his Ph. D. Degree from the Unifrom layups and hooks to long partisan Eastern crowd when the firat quarter.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Elementary Ed- Messiaen.
lump shots,
gtarHiw lineup w announced.. Kentucky could not cut into the ucation; Frank T. Stockhouse, The University is presenting versity of Nebraska. He Is a
V-»» ♦♦♦ ♦ »♦♦♦ ♦♦»♦-♦♦♦♦♦♦-♦♦-♦♦♦•-"
lead during the second quarter Richmond, Political Science; Wil- five organ recitals this season. native Kansan.
as Carrier and Dampler did liam Morris Stewat, Lexington.
most of the scoring. The half- Accounting; Diane Harrod Walntime score saw Oakland leading, scott, Richmond; English; W.
66-44.
Stephen Wilborn, Shelbyville, PoOakland held on to its size- litical Science; Donna L. Wolfe,
able lead during the third quar- Covlngton, Health, P.E. & Reeled 97-76. Doug Moe reatlon; Janice Elaine Zerhusen,
took most of the scoring load Ludlow, English
in this period as he scored ten
points. Jim Ligon pumped In
eight points for Kentucky.
Both teams substituted freeDRIVE IN THEATRE
ly during the fourth quarter as
4 Miles South on U.S. 25
almost eveyong saw action.
Berea Road—Ph. 628-1718

BARBERING SERVICE

'Who's Who'

EASTERN BARBER COLLEGE

First Of Four

Barry Leads Oakland Oaks' Victory

r

SWEET

DIXIE

TELEVISION REPAIR

DRY CLEANERS
''■-a

Where your clothes receive that
personal care that only long
experience can give.
Try us^nd get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
We Guarantee To Please.
240 S. SECOND

PHONE 623-1368

HOW

i WOT s»m

1:30 - 3:20 - 5:15
7:15 AND 9:05

t.

THE
GRADUATE
TECHNCaOR-

Green's Barber Shop
CORNER OF SECOND and MAIN
.See and try our new
Bar-Air-Vac System. Something new
in Hair Cutting
No Itching
No Scratching

RICHMOND

The game had its wild momas there were excessive
contact under the boards and
tempers flared briefly. Barry
said "The contact is greater
in the NBA and this Is the
big difference between the two
leagues. The officials allow a
lot more contact In the NBA."
Since Barry has now played in
both leagues, he was asked how
long he thought it would take the
ABA to equal the NBA
in
strength.
He had this comment: "The
strength of this league depends
on how many good college players will come Into the ABA. If
fellows like Alclndor Joined the
league, then it wouldn't take
too long to catch the NBA."
Kentucky Colonel coach Gene
Rhodes thinks the league will
definetely be a lot stronger
this year and added, "If the
Colonels play as they are capable of playing they could make
a strong bid at the title."
The scoring for the game was
as follows:
Kentucky 102— Dampler 19;
Carrier, 25; Mahaffey, 2; CaldweU, 5; Ligon, 14; W. Davis 2;
Moore 8; Chapman, 13; Smith,
8; Leaks, 2; Rascoe, 4.
Oakland 132— Barry, 29; Brown
7; Moe, 24; Armstrong, 7; Harge,
2;' Bradds, 27; Eakins 13; Logan, 6; Crttchfleld, 12; Hadnot,
5.

SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF HAIRCUTS
INCLUDING RAZOR CUTS,
AND HAIR STYLING

Thank You For Your Patronage

TONITE- FRIDAY
PWA PUSSYCAT AND A
TOE* IN IbunTRNK
m«furflyl

Specialist In Transistors,
Phonographs, Car Radios

CLICK'S

SHOP

Home Cooked Food'
N. 2nd St.

RADIO & TV SERVICE
W. IRVINE STREET PHONE 623-3272

IDEAL CAPE
PoterStfets fctorOtoote
BOON Schneider

THE WST F*AC* TQ EAT

CHAR BROIL STEAKS &
Whats New
Pussycat?

ramf

--7tSg\

BROASTED CHICKEN
241 W. MAIN STREET
PHONE 623-9841

RICHMOND. KY.

V6RLD
120 BIG HILL AVE.
RICHMOND, KY.

|

623-6010

AND "THE OLDEST PROFESSION
^

Learn To Play Guitar Now!
Sign up and arrange for a rime
that fits your schedule.
(evening lessons are available)

1

Come In And See Our
Records (including top 40)
Stereo Tapes

Stockton's
Dru&s

. Guitar and Amplifiers
Sheet Music (popular & Classic)

To All

EASTERN

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

Students
For ell of your cleaning, laundry
and alterations while in Richmond
take the Eastern By-Pass to our
Big Hill location and avoid the
downtown traffic and the bother
of finding a place to park. We
think you will find our cleaning
laundry and alterations departments to be second to none. Visit
us often for satisfied service.
Look for Doug Hampton
He Has A Bargain For You

The Fall Scene
623-3248
"CALL US

MODERN

FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS1'

Dry Cleaners & laundry
220 EAST IRVINE STREET 130 BIG HILL AVE.

Pianos and Organs
Band Instruments and
Accessories

Main Street

.

The Urbane look is understated in her Edwardian lapel suit of
vibrant wool plaid. Practical, it fits so many occasions... many
From 45
colors.
* His blazer comes on strong in the popular double-breasted version with the new 9-inch side vents. Top it off with any of the
U. Shop's collection of plaid, houndstooth or checked slacks.
Combinations from $65.
623-9674

Listen for our Broadcast on
WEKY's OPEN UNE
At 6:30 P.M.
Monday - Friday
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House of Styles
Beauty Salon
EASTERN BY-PASS
623-6161
8 A.M. - 6 P.M.
HAIR STYLISTS
Ptiyllk Million
Carolyn Hal
Brenda Cain

Harriet Allen
Ann Montgomery
Ann Smith

P
puts sweater* on glen plaid in a
line-for-line steal from the boys!

Coed Becomes Involved
In A "Helping Process"
BY DONNA FOUST
FE^TOW 1WTOR
Social work is an expanding
field. The federal government
now has 1500 budgeted positions

trough the Division of Public
Assistance, Department of Ec°nomgg8™^ of tnese *„_
""""J^^e summer taught
«g*£\ {■£ She said that

St beROrriiierworke8, oTto tt K?. .SiSS?
bout the ever increaslngneed for
more government
workers to aid the dependent and
poverty stricken. While the majority of people live in comfortable homes and enjoy the expansive living of the middle class
people in towns and cities starve
and die.
Poverty affects everybody in
some way if only through the
taxes paid to support the numerous federal agencies formed
to alleviate the problem of the
poor. This summer though eight
of Eastern's students worked as
Summer Trainee's in Social Work

JtotMice. ^ tnere ar5 p^e
left in the United States uneducated in the basics of dally
living and hygiene.
Ben Stark, associate professor of sociology at Eastern, commented on the program; "The
training is designed to provide
summer work experience for students planning to move into and
become part of the social work
program." Stark also explained
that the program is Jointly sponsored by the State and Federal
government.
For the past summer, Eastern

CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400
Ml CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE

$&::i

College-Career
Tote »N Teen.
North 2nd St

Featuring All Your Knitting Supplies

COPPER KETTLE
"Gifts for all occasions1

p-^S-

South Third

623-5489

Which proves girls are smarter, to know what bonded 100^
wool plaids does for pants. More brain pow-er in the 100<^
wool V-sllpon. Red, Navy, Flax. Camel.

WANT TO LISTEN TO WEKU-FM?
you do, but don't have an FM radio,
will be tough! The Campus Book Storel
cooperation with 3teB«tm$n£n»
selling the nine transistor FM AM
cost to students
Westinghouse
promote WEKU.

■«■■m*m
A»C

S)

Model 908PN9GP-Cobalt

Government
Fellowships
Available
Students interested in *«*«••*
in Public Administration In tne
national, state or local fwernment are offered an opportunity
to apply for a feUowshlp study
at three different universities.
Candidates must be American
citizens who have completed or
who will complete a bachelor's
degree with any recognized major by June of 1960.
Each fellowship for single fellows has a total value of 94,455.
The stipend is $3,300 and the remainder of the grant consists of
the remission of fees and tuition at the three cooperating universities. Each fellowship for
married fellows has a total of
$4,855. The stipend is $3,700
and the remainder of the grant
consists of the remission of fees
and tuition at the three cooperating universities.
Completion of the twelve-month's training period entitles fellows to a certificate In Public
Administration. They can be aV
warded a master's degree at one
of the three universities attended upon completing a thesis and
Katherine Peden, Democratic candidate for the United States passing appropriate examinaSenate, brought her campaign to Eastern last week. The
tions.
Hopkinsville native is opposed by Louisvillian Marlow Cook.
For information and applications, students should write to
Coleman B. Ransone, Educational
Director, Southern Regional
in
the
Student
Union
Building.
Training
Pn«n«B to Public
Representatives of the Young
Polls
will
be
open
from
9:15
Administration,
Drawer I, UnlDemocrats
and Young RepubUcans
clubs announced early this a m. to 4 p.m. All eligible versity, Alabama 3586. The
deadline for submitting applicaweek that a mock e,ection wlU
to vote
voter. wl» be a,lowed^____
- tions is Marfih ' 1flfl9.
bu heW Thursday October 24,
—

had the largest proportion of students accepted of all the schools
participating In the program. Approximately 400 or more applied
for the summer training and only
80 students were accepted across
the state. Of that 400 there were
some 30 applicants from Eastern,
eight of whom were hired for one
summer.
A senior from Carrollton, Miss
Rosenberger Is majoring In
sociology and nUnorlng In psychology. She read about the Job
In a pamphlet posted on the departmental bulletin board, and
wrote Frankfort for an application.
She returned the application to Frankfort in April,
and in May was notified of her
interview and test dates.
The people accepted for the
program were notified in May and
went to Louisville the first of
June for two weeks training. The
training covered the fundamentals of eligibility requirements
for public assistance basic concepts of social work and other
areas pertinent to the social
work field.
After the training was completed Belinda
returned to Carrollton and began learning what
social work was really about
<Vou get a lot from books, but it
can't replace the actual expexience. I saw the challenge where
^ .
T k«H _.i« «ai» » »» aha
2S
said. «P«
I ye ateavcons'ldered
always considered
social work a helping process,
and this was my way of really
being able to help."
Belinda worked in the field of
federal and state public assistance during the summer. This
afforded contact with the aged
dependent children, the disabled
and other cases falling In the
category of assistance,
Belinda's favorite group during the summer were the dependent children. These children
came from homes where the
fathers had deserted or were out
of the home for other reasons,
such as serving a prison sentence.
One of her clients was a family living under these conditions.
The father was serving a prison
sentence for murder, and the
mother was left at home alone
and unemployed with five children.
"The living conditions were
deplorable and there was a Very
low Incentive level," she said.
The children suffered a great deal
from hearing taunts about their
father being a murderer." In
just two months, Belinda saw
the family move into a better
home, living conditions vastly
Improved, and the mother i
oldest son go to work.
Belinda also stated, "I don',
feel like *^es4a*tt8hed; a r
relationship there Just * was
that much time; but 1 do feel
that I may have rid the mother
of some of her hostilities toward
social workers."
The summer is over, and this
June Belinda graduates. She is
no longer uncertain about what
field she is going into—she Is
going to become a part of the
"helping process."

Democratic Candidate

Mock Election to be Held

SWEATERS

Styles that are New and Exciting ... So Right
for Campus, Office and Drees
1

8-98

Fisherman Knits
Double Knit Cardigans
Novelty Wool Cardigans
Smart Basic Cardigans
Choose more than
of these beauties ...
they're definitely fashion - right for school,
for Office and casual
wear. Attractive hi
every detail and rich In
colors and patterns.
We've sizes 84 to 40.

Select Jfrfr. . . Doposit
WIN Hold on Lay-Away

ERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

S

Richmond's
Family Store
Since 1893

1

a

THIS IS A PUBLIC SERVICE ADVERTISEMENT

Play
the gadabout

in the take-me-to-towif pump!

Simple yet elegant this clean-cut, squared-off little pump takes you to
town or anywhere you want to go in all your smartest daytime
fashions... city suits, suburban separates, skimmy dresses. In uppers of
Black, Brown, and other colors $ 12.00 For an interesting new note,
try one of a host of clip-on bows... $1.50 & $2.00 each. Matching handbag- $4.00 fo
Seen in MADEMOISELLE >^

-■TmTsi-sn«

CcNME

WESTINGHOUSE
9-TRANSISTOR FM/ABt
MINIATURE PORTABLE
• Slide rule AM & FM tuning
dials • Automatic frequency
control on FM • 24" FM whip
antenna, built-in antenna •
Efficient wide range miniature
speaker • Recessed 4'on/off/
volume" and tuning controls
• Earphone jack plus earphone
for private listening • Operates
on single 9 volt battery • 9
transistors, 4 diodes, 2 thermistors.

NOW ONLY $1788

\S_

$800

I
NEMT STORE HOURS
Mon. thru Thurs. 9 fo 5:30
friday 9 fo 9
Saturday 9 fo 6

*

J
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Campus Transitionals

Versatile Knits Set For Fall

CLUB &
CAMPUS
FASHIONS

BY CAROL LAiRD .
WOMEN'S EDITOR
The knits are neat and a well-rounded wardrobe
wouldn't be without them. Knits are not only practical,
Saturday. October It
wrinkle-proof, and colorful but they have stopped looking
Dance
8-12
Phi Delta Theta (Colony t
Sunday October IS
Brock
b „ like knits without loosing their qualities.
The new knits axe usually blended with other fibers
8 pa
Interfaith Council - film - "David and Lisa
which help them to retain their shape. Bonding, a new
107 Library
MOnd
*5,:30?mb*r little Colonel Drill Team tryout-Weaver Gym lining development for materials, has done much for knits
as fashion wear.
Wednesday. OctoberlB
8 p.m.
"The Lctterman — Al. Col.
The traditional coat and dress
Popular this fall are knits
Thur>*lav. October 17
.. "
ensemble
Is still here, belted,
7:30 p.m.
Youny Republicans - Ferrell Room
that look like gabardine, ottoman
Jaunty,
and
open. The threeor lace Just to name a few. Whatever you want your knit to look piece suit has been overpowerlike, you can find ltt as more ed on campus this fall by the
and more stores are offering a younger looking knits. Body conscious dresses In textured knit
line of knits In their merchan- ire
topped by a co- ordinating
dise.
or contrasting coat.
The shape Is in. The dress
o
Is often sleeved and high-collared with casually tabbed waistline. The welt seam flap pockets
low on the hips, cinch
the shape also. Tabs, Intricate seaming to mold the bodice
narrow shoulders, tucks, and
belts all give the shaped look.
Colors used for knit fashions
From Mount Rainier, "Queen for '68 range from light and
of the Cascades," to "Hawaii — bright to dark and refined. AParadise of the Pacific," the mong the pastels, celery, and
Audubon Wildlife films slated bone are emerging as favorites.
for 1968-69 at Eastern will take Red, black, navy, and loden
viewers to widely separated and green dominate the darker scene.
V
A two-tone co-ordination In any
colorful spots on the globe.
The seventh series of films of these colors looks especialsponsored Jointly by Eastern's ly great In knits.
Chosen by Jane Jordan, a
biology department and the Nafrom Pikeville is
tional Audubon Society, begins newcomer
Thursday evening, Oct. 31 at 7:30 a tailored navy-blue wool knit
p.m. In the Hiram Brock Aud- dress. It has a self three quarter belt connected by a
gold
itorium.
Photographer
- naturalist chain. Navy buttons accent the
Jane Jordan, freshman from Pikeville, Kentucky, Is wearing
Charles T. Hotchkiss will nar- tabbed cuffs while the standone of the "new" knits. The tailored navy-blue wool knit
rate his film about Mount Rainier, up' collar sets off the yoke front.
dress exemplifies the new look in wool knits.
the highest peak of II i Cascade Her Mary Jane shoes and tinted
Range in Washington, and the stockings are also navy blue to
greatest single peak glacial sys- complete her well-tailored look.
tem In the United Sto «. To make Knits, both dressy and sporty,
the color movie, Ho chklss and will be coming into view more "Kitty Peveler, president of the "Nursing — The Future We Want
his wife climbed to the summit of frequently on campus, especial- Eastern Student Nursing As- to Know." It will be held at Ken14,410-foot Mount Rainier, film- ly with Homecoming around the sociation and Carolyn Land, an tucky Dam Village Thursday,OcBlend the boldness of these "swing-tailored" outer coats with
Eastern Student who is president tober 10-12.
corner.
ing all the way.
the excitement of a fall Saturday afternoon. We'll give you odds
of District II State Student NursEastern students will present
Second
film
in
the
series
is
the high points of the afternoon will be the U. Shop clothes in
ln
*-.
f
i
8
Association,
announced
that
a
skit and attend a "uniform
"Outback
Australia,"
narrated
the crowd...and the touchdowns. His coat, frtm $40. Her
29
«""*slng students from East- breakfast" Saturday morning in
by Eben McMillan and scheduled SkPfVirPV HPlU.
Edwardian style, with or without belt.
Frem $78.
Lj&r vi^%*0 M.A\~I\*
ern wiu attend jhg state Con-which each girl wears the specfor Tuesday, Dec. 3.
vention
of the Student Nursing lal uniform of her school.
212 WATER
Third film, "Hawaii—ParaThe Rev. Rolland Bentrup,
(EbcHuiuersihj^hop
Association
of Kentucky.
Speakers include Dr. Luther
dise
of
the
Pacific"
will
be
shown
newly appointed Lutheran camSTREET
Mrs.
Chordette
Denny,
chairChrlstman,
Dean of Vanderbilt
on February 13, 1969, and the pus
minister,
will conduct
final one, "Scandanavlan Saga," services for Lutheran students man of Eastern's School of Nurs-University, and Helen Belcher,
Is slated for March 11, 1969. at 9 a.m. every Sunday in the lng, is a candidate for Student Director of Nursing Research in
Nursing Advisor for the year, the Southern Regional Education
A ticket for four admissions Baptist Student Union.
The theme of thgLineailDgjBjioard^
is $1.00.

Warm
and
Lively

Audubon Films
To Deal With
Cascade Range

Knits

Nurses Attend Convention

STOP and SNACK of

ALWAY8 FIRST QUALITY '
I ''

Trir^D

ESQUIRE'S FASHION EDITOR

B.D.M.O.C.? Button-down moccasins, maybe? Well, that makes
as much sense as natural shoulder slacks! Actually, B.D.M.O.C. v
stands for Best Dressed Man on Campus. And each Fall, certain
select-stores throughout the country run a contest to pick the best
dressed college man in their area. That's where we come in. From
this group of winners, we select a panel to make up our...
COLLEGE ADVISORY BOARD, which is brought to New York in
the Spring—all expenses paid—for a whirlwind week of fashion
seminars, business sessions... and some exciting extracurricular
activities. (The last group had a night in Greenwich Village at a
swinging new club—Salvation—complete with New York fashion
models for dates.)
WITH ACCUSTOMED ESQUIRE STYLE, the men were booked
into Dehnonico's on Park Avenue—one of New York's poshes!
hotels—and awaiting their arrival was a wardrobe of clothes, especially selected by our fashion staff. Before going any further,
perhaps we should introduce this year's panel:
DAVID WILLIAMS is a junior attending the University of Arirona
on an acting scholarship, and JAMES O'CONNOR is a psychology
major at Columbia who plays varsity football. TOM SHIELDS is
a 20-year-old International Relations major who is chairman of
Harvard's Undergraduate Council. At Grambling College, DAVID
TOLLIVER takes time out from the debating team to teach offcampus, and mathematics major KENNETH JACKER—in the
Honor Program at San Jose State College—managed to maintain
a 4.0 grade point average last semester while working on several
campus committees and serving as treasurer of his fraternity.
STEPHEN SERBE was president of his class last yeapat Georgetown University, and RICK EVANS has held a number of offices
in his fraternity (SAE) at Northwestern. Other fraternities were
represented by JEFFREY MONT from DePauw University (Beta)
and WILLIAM STRONG from San Diego State (Kappa Sig).
EDWARD ENGLISH from St. Thomas College is active in the
Young Democrats, and JOHN WALSH—a strapping 6-2" freshman
at Boston College last year—is very sports minded.
PENDLETON, Burlington, Yardley, DuPont, Bostonian, Alligator
...these are just a few of the leading toiletry and apparel manufacturers participating in the fashion sessions. Some brought prototype samples...shirts with matching ties, shaped suits, bold
plaid jackets, square-toed shoes...for first-hand appraisal. The
panel offered their candid opinions on all types of apparel and
the results were sometimes surprising, always informative. Next;
month we'll give details on the fashions they picked as most-likely-
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By CHIP TOLBERT
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Greeting Cards

,

Sealing Wax and Seal

OF THE SEASON!

-'.

•WH AT 7

"Of-

D *1 Scot. 1968 by ESQUIRE. Inc.

The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburgers
and French Fries.
Shakes:

Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference
West Main Street

Richmond. Ky

JOHNMEYE*"
0F
I i NORWICH

CARAVELLEby BULOVA

30.88
Penneys coot coup — the result of careful
work with our top resources to bring you the
most wanted coat styles at truly Impressive
values. Expensive fabric blends shaped into
your favorite looks. The detailing precisely
placed! Junior, petite, misses' sizes. Could
you ever believe you'd find coats like these
at prices like these? If you know Penneys,
you know you can I

LIKE IT... CHARGE IT!

PBGOKOtfu7 ®Z£Rft
c53 gtaijd old c&metican Ithditioii
*

Sia/it - $16.00 ;
Sweatee - $16.00

The Little House
200Vz SOUTH THIRD STREET

Instant accurate answers for the
man who needs to know the
right time here, and in Baghdad
or London. Rotating outer ring
shows all important cities of the
globe, tells their time, too, at a
glance. Jewel-levered, waterproof* with luminous hands and
dots, guaranteed by Bulova, it's
the suave new A . _ _ _
watch that's real- C4flQh
ly in-because 3 I UvJ
Caravelle went
I ■]
way out ot its way.
Iw

McCORD3

Jewelry

134 West Main
•mm MM. craw ** cpum ar« tatoct

%

TOPPING rt OFF, the panel was presfrvfcTfor posterity in a
group photograph which appears in color in our September "Back-j
To-College" issue. We hope you've already seen it. If not, just looH;
for the magazine with the Beautiful People on the cover...Tin*
Tim & Friends. And I ask you now—who could be more beautiful

GIFT SHOP

SPECTACULAR
COAT EVEflT

Gifts For All Occasions

5'L

WE'VE CHAINED DOWN

TOUR NEW NEHRU TUNIC TOPS
Walking out smartly with all your pants... these
Nehru jackets swinging gilded pendulum chains and
fastened with gilt buttons. Shaped to keep their shape
in crisp and washable cotton. White, navy, beige. Or
paisley and Indian prints. 8 to 16.

■
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RUSSELL E. MAJOR
Realtor

•

104 N. 3rd St.
Phone 623-4089 Office
Salesmen
James W. Divine 623-5387
Frances A. Gum 623-2438
BUYING OR SELLING
Let us help you with your Red Estate Needs

Drop In To
Lawson's Chrysler
&

Plymouth
New 1969
GTX-Road Runner

A Breathalyzer in every county by June, 1969, and at
least one operator trained to use it. That's the goal of
Leslie Leach, director of the Traffic Safety Institute at
Eastern.

In Jenkins, Kentucky, 52 people showed up for a
crafts class, so the teacher divided them into two classes.
In Powell County, 700 persons are enrolled in 39 different classes, part of the crafts program for 18 -Eastern
Kentucky counties conducted by Eastern under Title III,
Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
■ „
on the federal payroll as "teafchIn charge Is Dr. Kenneth Han- er aides."
sson, director of the Kentucky Though he lacks a university
School of Crafts, who also super- degree a man may be a highly
vises graduate studies In Indus- skilled potter or wood-carver,
trial
education and industrial an(j the Federal governments has
technology at Eastern.
allowed for such talents.
We says, "These classes are. There are no prerequisites
for many, a social vehicle be- f0r these classes. Dr. Hanason
sides a creative acitvity." Jn stresses, and Title m will try
each of the 39 places where a ^ 0ffer the courses that a cornTitle in crafts program is held, munity requests. At Hazel Green
the students themselves havede- ^^ Annvllle, for example, weavcided the day and time of meet- ing ls taught because the schools
ing. Wednesday night classes own looms. Oneida Institute has'
often take time out for members since bought a loom In order
to attend a prayer meeting, then ^ otfer weaving,
return to woodworking, quilting,
At Winchester, Homer Ledford
pottery and the like.
the dulcimer craftsman, works
"Above an; we don't want to for the Title m crafts program,
intrude upoon the customs of the "Wherever possible we use
people we are tyring to teach existing facilities and teachers,"
and to serve," Hansson adds, according to Hansson. "Where
Under Title in, programs are needed, we send consultants."
innovative^ expertmenttal, exem- The enrollment this fail of 700.
plary or designed for service. js up from uwt year's
500.
"We think our crafts program ls There are 16 more classes than
a little of each," Hansson says, there were last year. Hansson
The U.S. government pays for ^yg that the Title HI program
instructional
«is ggiad
iad to grow."
lonai materials and
ana com-II^S
grow " but its planpensatesi teachers, who are hired ners ^pe f0r schools ultimately
in local communities.Sometimes
(
to take over lcoal crafts propeople with special skills arepu grams and keep them going.
wherever Kentucky crafts are
taught, the teachers try to use
native patterns, some of them
hundreds of years, old. In textiles particularly, It is possible to preserve patterns brought
to the Kentucky mountain region

"This training program will Use of the Breathalyser in this
have a significant Impact upon state rests upon KRS 186,565
our traffic safety program," said and KRS 189.520, the "implied
Kentucky Commissioner
of consent" law. It states that the
Public Safety, William O. New- operator of a motor vehicle in
man after observing the train- Kentucky "is deemed to have
ing of law enforcement officers given his consent to a chemical
at Eastern.
test of his blood, breath, urine
"Drinking drivers will now be or saliva for the purpose of
detected," says Captain W. Hu- determining the alcoholic conghes, overall administrator for tent of his blood, if arrested
Kentucky of the federal program for any offense arising out of
under the Highway Safety Act of acts alleged to have been com1966.
mltted while he was driving in
"Most Important," says John actual control of a vehicle."
Holman, Lexington, coordinator When operated according to
of the courses, "these machines the manufacturer's specif lea will save lives." Often, he said, tions, the Breathalyzer ls'*ca man will be arrested on a curate to within three milllonths
charge of drunkeness and lodged <* a oart of alcohol in any liquid )
in jail: by morning he will be solution. Thus it can easily dedead,
beet the .080 percent of blood al"A
Breathalyser analysis, cohol which may cause impairhowever, indicates whether the ment of driving ability or the
suspect's blood alcohol level is .100 percent or more which ls
rising toward the danger level, or "presumed to" constitute lmwhether he is not drunk at all but pair ment.
Handiwork made by enrollees In crafts courses is examined by suffering from some other illThe Breathalyzer is superior to
Dr. Kenneth Hansson, director of the Kentucky School of ness--such as diabetic coma— blood and urine tests in that it
Crafts at Eastern. Eastern is conducting crafts courses In 18 which shares certain symptoms can be operated by a trained
Eastern Kentucky counties under Title III of the U. S. Eledrunkenness," Holman says, technician according to the Trajmentary and Secondary Education Act. (Staff photo by Bob with
an that event, the suspect would flc Safety Institute and does
Whitlock)
be rushed to a hospital and treat- not require a medical technician
_
.
ed."
to interpret it. Furthermore,ref\r
Rnhinsnn I atA
fllK )R At
rdKlB V
L,f
l
Twenty-four
police
officers
suits are immediate.
*
' AWHOWI i
" **
' **' *"
each week are enrolled in an At the end of each Intensive
Our experiences this summer of history at Eastern toISOC-I lntensl
0ne-week course at five-day course, licensed opconflrmed our idea that social ial
sidles
teachers "tend-- E rt
training them to operate erators are graduated and sent
studies methods are in need of ing thei recent,«ng«n of the
££3 machine that «ves back home with a Breathalyzer
re-evaluation. Emphasis upon Uppei: Cumberland EducationAs-.™J gjg convicting drunks, machine, bought through The
facts and memorization will in- fociation. Meeting was^held at
c0n8ecutive one-weekcour- Federal Highway Safety Act
evitably destroy the discipline." Union College, Barbourville.
»™ Gaining course wUl grad- With the Breathalyzer comes
So spoke Dr. George Robinson' Attending were social «wjM» ^ 768 pollce officers by May a simulator, or "Imitation
chairman of the Department! teachers from six surrounding 1969.
drunk," a container into which
counties.
a solution of water and alcohol
can be placed for testing by Die
Breathalyzer operator.
"In Oils way, we can train
our police officers without Die
necessity of providing real,
live drunks," says Leach.
Eastern's Traffic Safety In- „,
stltute has already reserved
places in the Breathalyzer course
for police officers from some of
Die state's bigger communities
—Paducah, Lexington, Bowling
Green, Hopklnsville, as well as
smaller towns like Shively, Russellvllle, Winchester, Glasgow,
Where it's easy to park
Bellevue, and Ft. Thomas.
Pulaskl County ls one of sevand a pleasure to shop
eral counties with Die sheriff's
405 WEST MAIN ST.
Office already enrolled.
Open Every Night Until 9:00 P.M.
DIAL 623-6246
A high percentage of troopers
in Die Kentucky State Police will
have completed
Breathalyzer

Crafts

** ** "fltilffffiii i

Welcome Back To

Eastern and Richmond

"Come In For
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Breath Test '
Accuracy Cited

Crafts Taught
In 18 Counties
a

8?

■

' V

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
MAIN STREET

and

your
College Coiffure"

WATER STREET

1
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PLENTY OF PARKING IN RACK
:
r* (i

TOWEKI
you do, but don't have an FM radio,
will be tough! The Campus Book Store)
with WK^mmpngtm
nine transistor FM AM
at cost to students
Westinghouse
promote WEKU.

1.1.1-

-'I

■v <

I"" ■ -f,f

^offlMftaffr

accidents 1967, at least one person
eW>was under the] In-% I
Ifluenee of'alcohol.
It ls absolutely imperative," says
Leslie Leach,
director of Die Traffic Safety
Institute at Eastern "that we
get personnel trained toad'
minister these tests. The aew
law must be implemented."
An arrested driver may refuse the chemical or any other
test, but if he does, according
to the statute, the Department of.
Public Safety shall revoke his
driver's license for a period of
up to six months.

M0ITAT?

, USE YOUR STANDARD OIL
rr^jn CREDIT CARD HERE!

CIETIII IITIIML

130 qoi ooi
JOHN

You may charge parts, repairs and
service — up to $50 per job. Your
charge here will be included with
your regular monthly Standard
Oil statement for gasoline and
other service station purchases.

eiEirr cm
I

Q MODERN

SALYER CHEVROLET CO.
IKHMOMD.KY.

ftiim BYPASS

.23-3350

HAIR PROBLEMS?
SEE
g

i

I Four
On Force
Richmond's Chief of Pollce

i

SILVER CLIP

KELLY'S

WESTINGHOUSE
9-TRANSISTOR FMI/AM
MINIATURE PORTABLE

•

Mode! 908PN9GP-Cobalt

• Slide rule AM & FM tuning
dials • Automatic frequency
control on FM • 24* FM whip
antenna, built-in antenna •
Efficient wide range miniature
speaker • Recessed 4'on/off/
volume" and tuning controls
• Earphone jack plus earphone
for private listening • Operates
on single 9 volt battery • 9
transistors, 4 diodes, 2 thermistors.

Florist
& Greenhouse

Mia, Dalotee Elaine Hants

Mrs. Wanda MhUUetoa

w

i

" Whea Yea Say It

THIS IS A PUBLIC SERVICE ADVERTISEMENT

With Flowers, Say
It With KeUey's

CALL 623-9965 FOR APPOINTMENT

I

— HAIR STYLISTS Mrs. Delores Elaine Harris (Owner)

NOW ONLY $1788

Frank Nasslda recently said Die
addition of several EKU students
enrolled In Die School of Law Enforcement to his regular staff was
one factor contributing to th,?
"tremendous progress" In Die
•development of Die city Pollce
Department The students
patrolman are: Richard Howard,
Jerry Byrd, Don Thompson, and
John Plckarsky.
The four students are employed
as regular, fullrtime patrolmen
In addition to carrying a fulltime load of "courses. "While
Oils is a rigorous schedule, Die
students do have Die opportunity
to apply what Is taught in their
law enforcement classes," Nasalda said.

Mrs. Wanda Middleton

Miss Gloria Gillespie

Locate At 215 W. Main

i

C«i Us For Prompt
Froo Mhrory:
623-4998
The Oaly Store la
■Irh—isl With

REBECCA RUTH CANDY

*$M8ta
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Alumni Preparing For Eastern Homecoming November1- 2

Is the
~*"^
,.
,-„,.. nART.EWK PASH u i irid- PETER
PETER EMERSON
EMERSON SHULER
SHULER Is
is born
born 19
19 of
of June,
June, 1968.
1968. Capt.
Capt. TurTur- ters>Texas.
ters>T«M. Mrs.
Mr». TWJMM
Tu
GERALD E. JOSEPH, '66, is a DARLENE CASH is a gradis lust around Community Schools^an Buren, Korea and Germany. He, his wife physical education Instructor at uate assistant in reading at a teacher, basketball coach at ner Is due to return home this former, EVELYN CRAF
and their three daughters are
Jewett month from Vietnam where he and presently resides
EKU and resides in Clay Hall. Griswold HiKh School,
residing at 127 Longview Drive, Westside Elem, in Daytona Beach, WILLIAM
City*COMI. He li? marriedI to the will be an instructor in the Army Meredith Ave. Frankfort, Ky.
EUGENE
CHILFla. He and his wife, the former DERS, a teacher at Spencerian former JUDY ANN BROWN, '68, helicopter school at Fort Wol- 40601.
Richmond, Ky. 40475.
DONNA BAILEY WHEELER, NANCY ANITA PARKER, reside Business College in Louisville and their mailing address is Jew•58, is teaching in the busi- at 310 Dixie Drive, Holly Hill, resides at 4618 Souhern Parkett, Conn.
ness education department at Fla. 32017, with their 11 year way.
Madison Consolidated
High old son, Bryan Edward.
On August 11, 1968, REGINA
Lt. HOWARD RICKY TATUM, J. MICHAEL CODELL and his LEE MILLER '68, was married
School,
Madison,
Indiana
and
her
;s ^*».'^«fe:
.rn Progress stall sat for home "%»*&*»■
J ^ lnsur,„ceB.NGHAM.
^j^t^ mailing address Is Route 3, Bed- 66, is now in Vietnam where he wife, the former CINDY DARL- to ROBERT WILLIAM MORGAN,
is serving as a military advisor. ING, '67, reside at 363 Crescent Jr. who attended Eastern, and
coming ««««•?■
.,„ lnd resides at 1089 Cherrytoam ford, Ky. 40006.
ii
JACK A. ALLEN, '59, is as- His address is: MACV Team 42, Ave., Winchester, Ky. 40391, He will soon complete his graduation
an Industrial Arts teacher at requirements. He recently begun
sistant director of the Big Sandy Van Canh Subsector, APO San is
Tates Creek Sr. High in Lexing- hi study at Southern Baptist TheoArea Development Council at Francisco 96238. His wife, the ton.
former
JOYCE
ANN
McQUEEN,
g
logical Seminary. Their address
Prestonsburg
Community
Col• ? ^S2? Indiana 472«
' School, Shepherdsvllle, Ky. 40165.
CANDIS COOK was married is 217 Judson Hall Godfrey, Ave.,
'66, resides at Route 3, Waynelege.
He
and
Phyllis
have
two
• tTmBM^SSoiuSn. '39. ROBERT L. MULCAHY. '54, children, Barry and Jill. Their sburg where she is teaching at June 14,1968 to JOHN D.SHAFER, Louisville, Ky. 40206.
. r?225- iinfuSw hasIfS son Is head basketball coach at the
'69, and they are residing at
address Is P. O. Box 311, Sal- Memorial High School.
JUNIOR ALUMNI
316- 1/2 Glyndon Ave., Richyersville, 41465.
A daughter, Mlchele Lynn on]
mond, where she Is a graduate
BOBBY P. THOMPSON, '60,
May 7 1968 to ELIZABETH ANI>
assistant at EKU.
was
graduated
from
the
UniBAGLAN,
«66, and ANTHONY
GREGORY
ZECH
DAVIS
Is
a
- Kv This is a school for the CHATTIN. 54.
of Louisville School of
Biology graduate assistant at JEROME GISH, «66. Anthony
' under - privileged, exceptional CHARLES R. BROUGHTON, versity
and now has offices
EKU and his wife, the former Is doing graduate work at the
■ ; children. Another son,
David,'57, has been named director of Dentistry
the Lexington Medical CenGLENNA JEAN HOWARD is com- University of Kentucky and theii
"°Is a Junior at the University of administration at the Lexington - In
WESTOVER AVENUE
He Is married to the forBlue
pleting her requirements for address In Shawneetown Apt. B
Kentucky
Grass Army Dept. He has ter.
mer
Julia
Frances
Wardrup
and
623-3410
graduation in January 1969. They 203. Lexington. Ky. 40503.
JOHN M. POTTER, ' 48, is just completed a one-year tour
A son to Rita and JAMES RON
live at 190 Summit, Richmond,
' Superintendent of the Eastbrook of Vietnam and also served In they reside at 2436 Heather Way,
Lexington, 40503.
ALD KERR, '66, on June 29
Ky 40475.
HARRY THOMAS TUDOR, '60,
Their mailing addres
ALICE JO DYKES Is teach- 1966.
is a teller at the branch office
ing in Stockton California. Her Is 491 Westover Hills Blvd., Richtl ■■
of the State Bank and Trust Co.,
address is 4215 N. Pershing mond, VA. 23225.
and resides at 816 W. Main St.,
A daugher Susan Pllar on)
ave., Apt. 38, Stockton, CA,96Richmond, Ky., 40475, with his
March
13, 1968, to Mr. and Mra.
207.
wife, the former ALENE LIPS( NUNA
ELIZABETH ANN ENGLAND, Tommy H. Basler
COMB, '62, who is a teacher
A A in Sec. Scl.. is a Stenogra- HOLLOWAY, «65). Congratulat the Daniel BooneElem. School.
pher- Secretary for Goodyear atory messages may be sent to
ill
ERNEST T. HAHN, '61, is
Atomic Plant In Piketon, Ohio. them at Lot 60 Spurlln Trailer
iTi
principal of Walton- Vernona
'i
Her mailing address is 8 Ohio Park, Richmond KY. 40475.
Elem. School and resides at 3418
A son, Christopher Todd to
Richmond's Finest
Ave., Jackson, O- 45640.
Cedar Tree Lane, Erlanger, Ky.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
FRANK
KELLER,
RICHARD
FOUST
Is
instructor
)' i
41018.
of music at the Model Lab- '54. Frank has been employed
Capt. BOBBY W. NORDHEIM,
Highway 227
School at EKU. His mailing ad- by Rosue. Rankln, Bramel & Mel'63, Is serving in Vietnam. His
Record Shop
dress is 929 Vlckers Village, lott, CPA's for the past five
CAPTAIN
CHARLES
G.
GRIGaddress is: Phu Lam Slg Bn
years.
The
Keller
family
re•2;
Between Winchester and Boonesborough
(USA STRAT COM) (PROV), APO SBY, '56, was recently appoint- Richmond.
JERRY FREEMAN Is director sides at 106 St. Jude Cr., FlorSan Francisco, Calif., 96243. ed Commanding Officer of the of Music Ed at Campbellsville ence, Ky. 41042.
349th
Medical
Detachment,
APO
Linda Is residing at 3231 North
A daughter, Elisabeth Ann on
High School and receives his mall
Trail Rides — Picnic Area
Talbot Ave., Apt. 6, Erlanger San Francisco, CA 96312, some- at
August 14. 1968, to ERNEST T.
103
W.
Broadway
In
Campwhere
in
Vietnam.
After
leaving
41018 with their son, Bryan. She
HAHAN, '61 and his wife, the
1:.-.
is
the guidance counselor at Lloyd Eastern Capt. Grigsby received bellsville.
Open Daily 10-6
his M. D. at the University of NANCY GARRETT and Laur- former Edith Hont of 8418 CeHigh School.
ence A. Geblng were married dar Tree Lane, Erlanger, Ky.
WALLACE JOHNSON, '63, Louisville, interned at Louis- on
Located Corner First and Water St.
July 20, 1968. They reside 41018.
completed his master's degree at ville General Hospital and was at 2749
Capt.
and
Mrs.
HARVE
E.
Queen City Ave., Apt. 10
<• J
Xavier University, Cincinnati, He In general practice at McDow-' Cincinnati,
45238 and Nancy is TURNER, '62, have a new daughell,
Ky.,
In
1963
he
was
a
post
i»- ■
and his wife, the former SUE
a
teacher
at
Houston
Elem School. ter, Shannan Kathleen who was
CAROLYN PERRY, '63, reside graduate Research Fellow In,
"Physiology
Dept.
of
Phyfoil
at 534 Rosary Drive, Erlanger,
siology a the University of Ky.
Ky. 41018.
RONNIE GLENN WOLFE, '63, College of Medicine. He was A
"Expert hair styling and coloring"
who resides at 2515 Burnet Ave. resident in Internal Medicine at
Box 710, Cincinnati, O 45219, the U of K Hospital and later
Is a professor at the UK Northern an Internist at Ireland Army Hospital at Ft. Knox. Mrs. Grigsby
Community College.
*
ON EASTERN BY-PASS
I I
MARY ANN EVERSOLE, '63, resides at 1861 Gayle Drive, Lexlives at 6719 Dixie Highway, Flor- ington. "
JOSEPHINE SPURLOCKMARence, Ky, and is Librarian in
DIS,
'66, teaches at South EleBoone County.
MARGARET BAIRD HANSON, mentary School, In Pascagoula,
'64, did graduate work at Miami Mississippi. She and her husband,
Phone 623-5770
as
University and is now teaching receive their mall at 828 S.
SHIRTS. PANTS ON HANGERS
at Trenton High School, residing Pascagoula St., Patio Apt 12,
AT NO EXTRA COST
at 125 Bern St., Apt 2, Oxford, Pascagoula, Miss. 39567.
"Let us help you with your heir problems"
WILLIAM EDWARD WOBBEO 45056.
SANITONE DRY CLEANING
CHARLES L. ADAMS, '64, is KIND, '67, Is a student of law a
ONE DAY ON REQUEST
an art specialist In Kokoma,Ind., the University of Ky. Hlaaddres
where he helped organise an Is 351 Linden Walk, Lexington,
IA SOFT NATURAL PERMANENT FOR TODAY
elementary art program in the 40508.
school system. His wife, the ROBERT LEWIS, '67, Is teach
former RUTH ANN BISHOP, '65, ing assistant In the department'
Is « team leader in a 4th grade mathematics at Ohio State U
.m3numa
complex. Ruth ann was awarded verslty. Mrs.Lewls, the form
.ioa
an Outstanding Young Edecsttor ing math at Hllltonia Junior H
BUS
STATION
i»<* .«h, ACROSS
y i
Award for Kokomo and Howard Softool. Their address is 124
St.
TIM & W
Phone 623-3500
County, sponsored by the Jay- King Ave., Columbus, O. 432
cees, last spring. Chuck and Ruth
1968 GRADUATE NEWS
live at 1618 S. Buckeye, Kokomo,
lnd.
LARRY GRINNELL ALLEN, is
Capt. THOMAS EUGENE RO- a public accountant with Arthur
ARK, '65, Is now In Vietnam and Andersen & Co., in Cincinnati.
A barrel full of tender and
bis address Is ADO TM #50 92 He and his wife, the former Nancy
tasty Colonel Sanders'
Arty, APO San Francisco, Calif., Mills, have one daughter and re96215. His wife, the former side at 3234 N. Talbot Ave., ErRecipe Kentucky Fried
SHARON CREECH, '65, is re- langer, Ky. 41018.
Chicken. 21 pieces of the
siding at HI Prlnclpla # 202, Oak
RON L. ' BAKER is employed
most flavorful chicken you
Ridge, Tenn. 37830.
by Sun Oil Company, Cincinnati,
LOUIS M. GIANCOLA, '65, re- in the capacity of Industrial Petever ate.
ceived his M. Ed., in August 1968 roleum and Chemical RepresenAnd all you do is pick it up
from Eastern and is now resid- tative. He resides at 1012 Emery
and take it home.
ing at 311 Brown Ave., Apt. 7, Drive, Apt. 7, Covlngton, 410JR
Tltusville, Fla. 32780, where he MARY ELIZABETH BANKS,
The service is suddenl
la employed by the Brevard Coun- teaches at Athens School in Fay
tyof Public Instruction. He is ette Co. Her address is 2029 St:
head of the art department at Christopher Dr., Lexington, Ky.
Take it from the Colonel... "it»i finger lidon* good !"e
Parkway Junior High. His wife, 40502.
(Other size orders available. With or without side dishes.)
the former JOAN RYAN, attend- DAVID E. BARKMAN and his
ed Eastern.
wife, the former DONNA ANN
GLENNA ASBURY DOD, '65, DECKER, live on Route 4 Win'68, is an instructor at Berea chester, Ky. 40391. David is a
College in the Department of salesman for Robert Hall Clothes
Economics and Business. Her ad in Lexington. The Barkmanshave
dress is Route 6, Box 37, Rich- a son, John Erick, who was born
January 8,1968.
mond, KY 40475.
JEAN LOU BELL, 4000 LeesDAVID LEE JONES, '66, is a
claims representative trainee for burg Lane, Apt 32, Cincinnati,
State Farm Insurance. His resi- O. 45209, Is Editorial Assistant
dence Is on Route 1, Nlcholasville for South-Western Publishing Co.
Kg Hill Avenue Diet 623-4151 Richmond, Ky.
Cincinnati.
Kentucky.
0
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HOMFCOMING

"Flowers lor
all occasions

i "SSMTQWS ess *M8SSUU

Open A Charge Account!
visit the
RICHMOND GREENHOUSES
Plenty Of Parking Space

Horses
DANIEL BOONE
RIDING STABLE

Central Music Co.

"The Finest In Music"

WELCOME
Students and Faculty
COMPLETE LAUNDRY
and
DRY CLEANING SERVICE

MADISON LAUNDRY
and D

BURGERMATIC

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON

Hamburgers 18<
French Fries 15<
Chuck Wagon.
Creamy Milkshakes

ileeliome a

TONIGHT!

Billed Wompfcker
doesn't write words.
It hetos vou remember them.

We fix Sunday dinner
seven days a week

COLONEL

DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANT

Playter invents the first-day tampon
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)

P

Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent.. .it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent
Actually 45% more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out Fluffs out Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
'at?*
Try it fast
Ii n]
Why live in the past? mm .

'er

**fc&

>rdpicker is a marking pen
that pinjJeH i names, gleans words, and
highlights them all in bright yellow. You don't
use it to write down the words you have to
remember. You use it to write over them.
The Yellow-Billed Wordpicker.
It reminds you how smart you should be^
And for 49c, you shouldn't have to be
reminded to buy one.
f
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NEW SERVICE
s

USED TEXTBOOKS WILL BE
BOUGHT BACK ANYTIME
•

BOOKS NOT USED CURRENTLY
ALSO BE PURCHASED

SELLER WILL BE REQUIRED

1 -i

A NEW POLICY TO BETTER SERVE THE EKU STUDENTS
FROM

TOR
"COME SEE US FOR BETTER SERVICE
■

i

*

entucky

OOK

STUDENT UNION BUILDING
i

astern

r

[ UAMPUS

n

TORE

623-2696

niversity
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